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Important Meeting of Spanish Senator Beveridge Watching Traffic Officials Are Surprised George Foster Peabody Urges More Than Score of Others Sale of Mining Property Near
Chance to Push Statehood
Were Injured in the
American Normal School
by Prompt Action of At
Cerrillos and of Ranch in
Holding of Mass Meetings
Bill.
in
America.
Colfax County.
torney General.
Catastrophe.
Regents.
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Governor Mills went to Lamy this
forenoon accompanying that far Mrs.
Mills and their daughter, Madeline,
who left for New York and New
Haven.
Yesterday afternoon, Governor Mills and Territorial Engineer
the irrigation
Sullivan
inspected
works under construction on the Arroyo Hondo, six miles south of Santa
Fe and were much impressed with the
thoroughness with which the work is
being done. They took lunch with
the men in camp.

Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, June 1. In the hear- ings of the House committee on irri-- !
gation, Newell in his testimony said
he is ready to push work on the En-gi- e
project as soon as placed in possession by the department, of justice.
He has $900,000 to rush the work as
fast as possible. He explained the details. Chairman Reeder says that he
now sees $3,000,000 in sight for pushing work on the dam. Plenty more
will be coming when needed. If
in certificates can be issued
he can rush the work much faster. H
might construct another dam between
Albuquerque and Taos county on the
Rio Grande.
Senator Beveridge is watching his
chance any hour to call up the statehood bill.
La Follette Amendment Rejected.
Washington, June 1. The LaFol-lett- e
amendment to the railroad bill
providing for the ascertainment of the
physical valuation of the railroads as
a basis for fixing rates, was rejected
by the senate by a vote of 25 to 30.
Simmons Amendment Adopted.
Washington, June 1. The Simmons
$30,-000,0-

Incorporations.

In the office of Territorial Secretary
Nathan Jaffa, incorporation papers
were filed today by the Estancia Land
Company of Estancia, Torrance coun
ty. JNeai jenson is nameu as iue cw
Mexico agent. The capitalization is
$25,000, divided into 2,500 shares. The
incorporators and directors are: John
"W. Collier, 20 shares; J. R. Carver,
Jr., 20 shares; A. J. Green, 20 shares;
M. B. Atkinson, 20 shares; Ralph G.
Roberson, 20 shares; Neal Jenson, 40
shares; G. H. VanStone, 40 shares; Fred H. Ayres, 10 shares; J. L. Stubblefield. 10 shares.

(

m

u"7""' to,
Mountainair, Torrance county,
ized at $10,000, divided into 100 shares.
The New Mexico agent is J. J. White.
The incorporators and directors are:
J. J. White, 15 shares; Miriam White,
4 shares, and M. B. Filler, 1 share.
The Elks' Home of Tucumcari,

The restraining
June
order granted last night at Hannibal
by Judge Dyer of the U. S. district
court, against 25 western
railroads
preventing them from advancing the
freight rates will be certified to the
U S. circuit court "here today.
Railroad officials generally refused to be
quoted concerning the suit today. The
action of- the government however,1
was a surprise to them.
Processes against the defendants
were issued and will be served in districts where the railroads have general offices. Under orders of Attorney
General Wiekersham an expediting
certificate providing for the speedy determination of the issues was filed and
copies mailed this morning to Circuit
Judges Hook, Sanborn. Van Devanter
and Adams.
Causes Scare on Exchange.
New York, June 1. Another bad
break in prices characterized today's
stock market as the further effect of
St. Louis,

1.

-

:

London, June 1. .Mr. Roosevelt's
speech at Guild Hall yesterday contin ues to be the densation of newspa- pers throughout the country. Editorial
comments on his startling utterance
rule in Egypt
concerning British
were influenced as a rule by partisan- ship. The conservative press defends
the conclusions drawn by the American statesman, while the Liberal papers oppose his deductions with equal
seriousness. But outside of the questions of fact set foruh, the newspa
pers almost, without exception, dial- lenge the propriety of a foreign guest
of the city criticising the colonial poli- cy of the empire.
Of the comments of the conserva- live press the following are the examples:
Globe "It was not the time nor the
the
place nor was the
person to display this particular form
of interest in the business of his

hosts."
Standard "That 'he should lay
yesterday's injunction against the
freight rate increase by western rail- hands on one of the nation's private
roads. Liquidation was very heavy es- and particular subjects seemed a sopecially in the stocks of roads af- cial crime not far from sacrilege. But
in reading the speech carefully there
fected by the injunction.

amendment prohibiting the interstate

Ogden, Utah, June 1. Twenty-fivworkmen were killed this morning in
an explosion in the quarry of the
Union Portland
Cement Works at
Devil's Slide, Utah, thirty miles east
of Ogden.
The explosion ilew down telephone
and telegraph wires and the details of
the explosion have not yet been received. Most of the dead are Japanese and Greeks who made up the
quarry gang of 75 to 100 men. A special train, has left Ogden carrying
physicians and nurses More than a
score were injured,

Adolfo Kspinosa, the postmaster of
Ranches de Taos, Taos county, found
guilty of embezzlement of $4.0(19 of
postoflice funds, was today sentenced
to three years in the penitentiary by
Judge John H. McFie in U. S. district
court. Court was then adjourned to
June 11, as Judge .McFie leaves this
evening for Las Vegas to hold district
court there.
Espinosa will appeal
and filed an appeal bond of $3,000.
On June 11 when court reconvenes
Pablo Rivas of Rio Arriba county,
will be brought before the court. On
the same day Judge McFie and court
officials will leave for Tierra Amanita
to open district court for Rio Arriba

e

TESTING VALIDITY OF THE
CORPORATION

TAX.

Fifteen Cases Brought to Question
Constitutionality of Law and Attorneys Make Arguments.
l. President
Washington, June
Taft is regarded as the father of the
corporation tax idea as represented
in this statute. He evolved it during
the discussion of tariff legislation and
income and inheritance taxes in
As a result, congress inserted
the ' Corporation Tax Law" into the
tariff act passed by
congress last summer. It became seclion 3S of that statute.
The law subjected to the tax in a
general wav everv corporation, joint
stock company, or association, organ
ized for profit and having a capital
stock represented by shares, and ev
erv insurance company. The tax was
designated as a "special excise tax
with respect to the carrying on or
ing business" and it was provided that
it should be "equivalent to one per
centum upVn the entire net income"
1908-190-

county on June 13.
The court yesterday entered a decree permitting the receiver of the
American Gold and Copper Company
of southern Santa Fe county to accept
a bid of $8,000 for the company's property. Judge Maxwell of Denver, withdrew a former bid made on behalf of
the Guggenheim interests and Attorney Cobbey of Denver presented a bid
of Joseph Healy of Denver for $S,000,

which was accepted, $1,000 being paid
down. Another $3,000 is to be paid
on July 1. Work on the property is
to be resumed at once and pushed
vigorously.
Trustees of the person of Stanley
McCormick, insane, of Chicago. II!.,
represented by Attorney Elmer E.
Stud ley of Raton, and .J. S. Swanson
of Chicago, were before the court yesterday in a proceeding in which they
sought a decree for the sale of the
property of Stanley. McCormick situated in Colfax county and known as
the Uracca ranch. Testimony was
taken showing the regularity of the
proceedings and the value of the property which was appraised at $125,000.
A decree was thereupon entered fixing
this as the value and permitting the
sale. A bid was before the court from
George H. Webster, Jr., who had been
manager of the ranch, and the bid being for the value of the property was
accepted and the sale will be concluded at an early date.

is found nothing of which to complain."
Payne-AldricOf the Liberal papers, the' Westmin- ;ster Gazette questions the necessity
and disagrees with the conclusions of
PC1118 spePRh- The Slar says Mr Ro0ie'
AT
Vlt shouUl leam lha' toe is n0t eX"
linllVVIl
Hi
I
empt from the customs of civilized na- III
tions.
George Foster Peabody Riled.
Frederick Wilhelm
First Saratoga,
N. Y., June 1. George
Foster Peabody the banker who has
Thought It Was a Dynaa prominent figure in the coun- mite Bomb
cils of the Democratic party, has is- sued a statement here declaring that
the Roosevelt speech in London yes- - over and above $5,000 received "from
THROWN BY. RUSSIAN LUNATIC
icrday was "quite reckless jingoism all sources" during the year. There
which should be promptly repudiated were to be excluded from the income,
t
by the American people." The state- - however, amounts received as
Missile Struck Son of Emperor
of
organiza-iother
stock
dends
mass
upon
meetings
proposed holding
New York and other large cities, tions, subjected to the tax. Exempt-"fo- r
as He Entered the
the purpose of showing that the ed from the tax were certain organi-peoplPalace.
of the United States are not in zations, such as labor, agricultural,
sympathy with this suggested Amen- - horticultural and fraternal beneficiary
Berlin, June 1. A can of uncooked can interference with other people," societies.
One paragraph of the law provided FAIR MAY BE HELD
beans, hurled by a Russian named and, "to voice our respect for other
Abraham
tne publicity of the returns re
Eierweiss, struck Crown governments and our a'dherance to the
IN THE ARMORY.
Prince Frederick William as the latter principles of Washington's immortal duirea as a oasis oi nxmg uie idx.
was returning from the annual review farewell address."
The tax was to be paid on or before Location Was. Again Discussed Last
of the Berlin and Potsdam garrisons
June 30 of each year and the returns
Prince Talks
Night
for each year were to be made by
at Templehof field today. Eierweiss, TEACHERS' INSTITUTE IN
of Need of Fair.
1.
It was provided that the
had beei following the party at a dis- SESSION AT DEMING. Marcb
tax should be paid for the year end- me crown prince was aDout
tance.
Tne place for holding the Horticul-inJune 30, 1910, although the law tural Fair in tne fall wag agam tne
to enter the palace at tbe time, and
in was not
for a moment believed that a bomb Great Scarcity of Well Drillers
passed until August 5, 1909.
subject of discussion at a meeting of
Luna
Indications
for
County
Not until shortly before the expira-!tn- e
that
had been thrown. It is thought
New Mexico Horticultural Society
Early Rain Are Good.
tion of the time for the making of the hel(1 ,ast nigut in tQe offlceg of the
Eierweiss is insane. The crown prince
returns was tne nrst move macte to Santa Pe Water and Light Company
represented the emperor at the review
Deming, N. M., June 1. The. Luna test the validity of the tax. This The armory has been SUggested as a
as an abscess of the emperor's wrist
County Teachers' Institute opened movement to test the great question suitable location and Former Mayor
is still bothering the latter.
yesterday. Prof. J. H. Vaughn, of the about corporation law started in the
n D gena whQ
resided at last
Agricultural and Mechanical College little town of Windsor, Vermont.
METEOR DROPS NEAR
meeting( expressed the opin- nignt.s
There Maxwell Evarts, a New York lou tnat tnat building can be
SAN ANTONIO MOUNTAIN. has charge of the work. The institute
pr0cured.
are holding its sessions in the high lawyer, son of the late William M. , A number of
a
He
summer
home.
had
has
school
of
Evarts,
Discovered By Charles H. Berry
building.
were elected at the meetlng and an ef.
Tres Piedras, Taos County,
There is a great scarcity of well often noticed the keen competition be- - fort wm bg madg t0 Mr up greatef
While Census Taking.
drillers in the vicinity of Deming. tween he two general merchandise interest ln the proposed air
Farmers who have been waiting for store in the town, the Stone Tracy
of tn the fair and tne
Speaki
Charles H. Berry, a well known min- months to have their wells drilled are Company a corporation and Dwjght time (Qr hold
R Former Governor
&
cona
Sons
partnership
ing man who served as census enum- still unable to procure an outfit to do Tuxbury
over the
entnusiastic
prin
erator, discpvered a meteor weighing the work. The machine of Burney & ce"!' He saw what he beheved was ho
from 500 to 600 pounds at the base Rhea was unloaded yesterday. They f. "iscnrmnation against the corporaw ought by all
h,
mopnl
and on the south-sid- e
of San Antonio have contracts ahead for several
J
means hold a fair here this year and
,V.
artax
its
and
make
business
mountain. It is almost pure iron and months
public
it ought to be a tip-to- p
one. Opinvery irregular in shape. The edges
Frank Nordhaus, who has been in rangements, and so accepted the po- ions differ as to the season for holdcounsel
of
sition
Stella
P.
for
are sharp, except on tlhe side on which the "east
Flint,
this fair. Some have expressed
purchasing goods for the new
it fell where they are flattened out to store of Nordhaus and Sons has re- as general guardian of the property ing
for Samuel N. Stone, Jr., a minor, who an opinion that in October when the
two inches. The meteor is five feet turned.
Co apples are at their best would be the
owned stock in the Stone-Trac- y
long, three and a half feet wide, four
The weather in Deming for the last
Suit was brought in the federal court proper time- - In my Pinin. however,
inches thick at one end and eight three
23 would be the ideal
days has been usually oppres- bv Mr. Evarts to
inches at the other, and would make sive. The
enjoin the corpora- - 0bout September
humidity in the air and the tion from
for we nave Peacnes- - Plums and
the
returns
and
a
making
pay
or
the heat
quite
novelty for the plaza
argue well for an early rainy sea- ing the tax, on the ground that the many other mns t0 exhibit then: We
Frank Gotch and Giant Polander Will
museum, for which it can be secured. son.
AGAINST
RULES
COURT
law was unconstitutional. The cor- - have tmits that are not commm to
Battle at Coliseum in Chicago
REPRESENTATIVE
O'NEILL.
W. B. Walton, of Silver City, noration filed n rienmrror
Judge
parts of the territory and it
This Evening.
BANK PRESIDENT MAKES
,o0 other
who led the Masons In the ceremony Slistained and the bm dis'missed
seems to me that we could show them
An
NO
DEFENSE
TO CHARGE. of
Will Not Quash Indictment for Brib
laying the corner stone of the court appeal wag taken to the
eme off to great advantage then. I can renhicaero. Til . Juno 1 Frank Gotch
home this court
White to Vote for Senator
house
returned
member years ago the beautiful plum
ing
yesterday,
and Stanislas Zybszsko will battle toff
Another Pittsburg Grafter Sentenced morning.
Lo rimer.
exhibit we had here and how the
Flint-StoneTne
institution
the
of
the wrestling championship of the
to Pay Fine and Serve a Jail
With the closing of the public Tracy case wag tne gignal fQr thg piums grown by Mr. Boyle outshone
world at the Coliseum tonight. Crity
Sentence.
Chicago, 111., June 1. Judge
schools, the exodus of families to the bringing of suUs in many sections of any plums that I have ever seen. They
ics predict that the American will
denied the motion to
ranches has begun.
today
tne united States. All were decided j were simply splendid and were an elo-- 1
have a fight to pin the giant Pole's
1. E. H. Jennings,
State
indictment
Mrs. Thurmond and Mrs. Stecker in exactiv the same wav and, aimnst Uuent testimony of what can be done
the
June
against
Pittsburg,
quash
shoulder to the mat twice. Dick
l
..l4ffnna in
Qatil.
Representative Lee O'Neill Browne. president of the Columbia National VlQTTA 6"i.c
w GilVOr Pl'tV
aama Fe when the
w.. TVlP lflttAr inivariaoiv aDDeais. were taifen tn the "" uuii
iu
Fleming of Chicago has been chosen Browne was Indicted on the charge bank, and F. Griffen, cashier of that is attending
summer normal at
the
are
fruits
selected and the propcourt.
was
right
The
SUpreme
government
allowed
as referee. Zybszsko will be
that he bribed State Representative institution, pleaded no defense to the that place.
allowed to intervene. Fifteen cases, er attention given them."
to have a committee of his country- White to vote for William Lorimer for charge of conspiracy to bribe in con- j
headed by the Flint-StonTracy suit,
men at the ringside and they will pre- U. S. senator.
nection with the recent municipal cor- STRIKE OF TRACK
were set for argument on March 14. THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
for
match
of
the
a
general
report
pare
EMPLOYES ORDERED.
Judge McCurley's action means that ruption exposures and received senADVANCES WAGES.
Besides the Vermont case, those
circulation throughout Europe where Browne must stand trial on the tence. Jennings was fined $500 and
heard were:
in
this
than
known
is
better
Zybszsko
will serve two months in the Allecharges.
Houston, Texas, June 1 President
Wyckoff Van Derhoef vs. The Coney Men Receiving Less Than Eighty Dolcountry.
gheny County jail. Griffen's fii' was Lowe of the International Brotherhood island and Brooklyn Railroad Coni-o- f
lars a Month Given Ten Per
$500 and he wili serve four months
Maintenance of Way Employes who pany.
NICARAGUAN ARMY
Cent Increase.
DERBY STAKES OF
BADLY DEFEATED. in jail.
last night ordered a strike of all mem- Francis L. Hine vs. Home Life
BY
LEMBERG.
WON
$32,500
of the order on the Harriman surance Company, of New York,
Topeka, Kan., June 1. It was anlines in Texas said today that the men
Fred W. Smith vs. The Northern nounced today that all employes of
Washintogu, June 1. The Nlcar-agua- EXPECTS TO ARRIVE AT
SOUTH POLE IN DECEMBER 1911. were
government army under Generthe Santa Fe railway receiving less
Epsom Downs, England, June 1.
responding promptly and practic-- Trust Company, of Chicago,
e
The derby stakes of $32,500 for three al Lara, which has been In the front
William H. Miner vs. The Corn
London, June 1. The British Anarc-ti- c ally no track work was being done.
than $80 a month have been granted
union claims 90 per cent of the 3,- - change National Bank, of Chicago.
an Increase of ten per cent. This apyear olds, distance about a mile and of Blueflelds for several weeks, has
expedition set sail today. Captain
a half was won by Lemberg. Green-hac- k been defeated by the insurgent troops Scott has announced December 1911 500 men Involved have struck. The Cedar Street Company vs. Park plies to clerks, machinists, trackmen,
was second and Charles O'Malley of General Estrada and Is now in full as the date of his arrival at the South i railroad officials say that the place of
sectionmeh and others. The advance
retreat.
third. Fifteen horses started.
Pole.
the men will be filled promptly.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
goes into effect today.

commerce commission trom granting
lower charges for a long than for a
short haul, when made to destroy
water competition was adopted.
Burton Amendment Adopted.
The Burton amendment authorizing
the interstate commerce commission
diQuay county, capitalized at $15,000,
to fix the minimum rate that may be
vided into 150 shares. The New Mex- charged by railways which compete
ico agent is T. L. Welsh. The incor- witn water routes was adopted.
porators and directors are: George
Tablet to Kit Carson.
W Shelton. M. B. Goldenberg, C. H.
Washington, June 1. In commem
Chenault, D. J. Finegan, J. W. Camp- oration of a deed of daring and bravbell, C. C. Chapman, J. Cromwell, F. S. ery in the Mexican war a bronze tabHinds, Lee Anderson, Earl George, F. j let was unveiled in the new National
H. Sanders, R. F. Hutchinson, S. M.I mesuem yesterday to the memory of
Wharton, y. M. Moore, C M. Parsons,- General Edward F.' Beale of this city
R. P. Donohoo, Benito Baca, C. H. Fer- and Kit Carson, the famous frontiersguson, J. W. Corn, R. A. Prentice, man and scout.
each 1 share.
The tablet is inscribed with an ac
Normal School.
Spanish-Amerciawhen the
count of their heroism
The regents of tbe Spanish-Amer- i
American army which was sent from
can Normal school yesterday after-- St,n Antonio to nccnnv California, was
noon adjourned to this forenoon, and met .,nd defeated by the Mexicans at
this forenon to this afternoon, so that ga;i Pasquale. The American forces
Governor Mills could be present at were driven upon a but.te, where there
the session. A superintendent of the w..s no water and there they were
wr tha lVTovinQTi armv- c Virn-i- l la tr ho olaptpH anil there IS
iivrn.mHa
Beale and Kit. Carson, both famous
some rivalry for the position.
Postmasters.
explorers volunteered to get through
Washington, June 1. George S. the Mexican lines to obtain assistance
Bent of Bent, N. M., and George R.'from Admiral Stockton V fleet at San
Camp of Stanley, N. M. have been Diego. They crawled past three' cor-- ;
dons of Mexican sentries during the
commissioned postmasters.
night, hid in ravines during the day
and finally reached the fleet.
FATAL QUARREL OVER
deINHERITANCE AT DULCE.
Senator Perkins of California
livered an address on the unveiling,
Apache With a Dent in His Skull Lies eloquently eulogizing the heroism of
the two men.
at Point of Death Two of His
Assailants in Jail.
BASEBALL VETERAN
HAN GONE BROKE.
Milced Tecube, a Jicarilla Apache, is
Inat
the
death
of
at
the
point
lying
dian agency at Dulce on the Jicarilla "Pop" Anson Has Rid Himself of the
$300,000 With Which He ReApache reservation in Rio Arriba
tired.
county, from a wound said to have
been inflicted by Lorenzo Chaves and
another Indian now under arrest.
Chicago, June 1. "Pop" Anson, the
ifather, breaking from the old veteran baseball player, who managed
Apache custom, had willed bis prop- the Chicago Nationals for 22 years,
erty to Milced and Chavez took um- won six pennants and retired from the
brage at this and struck, it is alleged, league in 1898, with a reputed fortune
Wilced over the,head denting his of $300,000, is "broke." The last finanskull. Tecube lost tfhe use of his ton- cial .straw blew away yesterday when
gue and senses and lies motionless a mortgage on his; home was foreclosed in default of notes aggregating
awaiting death to relieve him.
$6,800. "But I'm not all in, by a long
shot," said Anson. "You can't keep a
WRESTLING CHAMPIONSHIP
OF WORLD AT STAKE. good man down, so just say I'll get
along somehow."
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THE DAILY ROUND

Wluat

Old

DECORATION

Imperial
Jersey Cream

Tli'-

j

UP.

DAY.

behold hem in their glorv
See ilieiii marching grandly there
Over .ouder in the summer land.
In tin ir Heavenly home so fair.

Bobolink

i

v

all together;
Husbands, sons-- and lovers too
Haikeii to the Heavenly music
All ai r.iyed in Army blue.

Fathers, brothers,

AlsoVAFlElY FPESH YEAST
GIVE CASH REG1STFR TICKETS
"ALL

Oil! ye mortals; could ye listen
To the strains that strike the ear,
Could ve but behold them ihere

PURCHASES

CAbH

Far away

inter Grocery
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

No. 40

in

yonder sphere?

Flowers of beauty, fadeless flowers
They are bearing; over there
While we deck their graves today
With the llowers of earth so fair.

FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
Diamonds. Wa.tcb.es, Cloks

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novlttw,
Leather and Leather Ebony

gar

footwear if you
ccme to us for a pair of

Tomas Armijo Tried for Burglary

NT

$350

MJ9
0"W

summer

hey behold us in our sorrow,
Know the love which brings us here
To the graves of our brave soldiers,!
Admitted to Insane Asyium Dr. O.I
Aim they see t lie tailing tears.
('. AlcHwen of San Juan county, and
A. T. Woodard of AIcKiuley county,
Oh! Ye .Mortals, bend above them,
were admitted to the territorial
i'!:ue the flowers upon their graves,
asylum at Las Vegas.

H
$5

insure you an exact fit, whatever your
Regal quarter-size- s
and
the
be
new
Regal models are accurate reproductions of the latest
may
custom styles. Just let us show you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do &e 'est.
foot-leng-

In district court at Las Vegas
the
niai of Tomas Armijo for burglary is
in progress.
An indictment was re-- i

Gone forever from earth's sorrow,
Battle's roar and cannon's' boom
Yet they march in columns
grand,
Far away from earthly gloom.

IX

gives a smart, dressy effect.
You are sure of getting
both these features in your

1.
Denver, Colo., June
The forecast is fair weather tonight and Thursday with sta-- t
binary temperat lire.

Think c f them as happy yonder
Wlii'e there above them wave.

tTS

Perfect Jit that means comfi ort
and coolness custom style that
MiNOR CITY TOPICS

'I

Am SEE

Summer Shoes
For Young Men

Add Distinction
to any costume.

i

CALL

t910.

following poem was composed

Oh!

WE

1,

by Aiuiiiii y H. L. Ortiz of this city,
in uii'ii'.oi y of illdead warriors who
jf'fll on the battlefield while fighting
loi' tlii'ir rouiiiry:

Pansy

WITH"

WEDNESDAY, JUNE

th

timed against Francisco Jaramillo for
larceny of cattle.
Giving Siren Call Santa ?e may be
without the burr-bur- r
of the trolley,
Marching, marching like us mortals.
but just now the siren call of the
Walking on the streets of light.
automobile is making itself heard.
Sharing highest honor, glory,
The city is assuming metropolitan
Immortal soldiers ever bright.
airs in this respect.
New Mexico Girl Wins Prize In the
They have borne tine heat, of battles. award of prizes for the best essay or
Gave their lives for freedom here,
poem on father, by Samuel Francis
Now they bear the palms of
Woolard at Wichita,
Glory
Miss
Kansas,
In the higher Heavenly
Mae Peregrine of La Luz, Otero coun- ft
sphere.
ty, received a prize of $10 for "He
Today the nation spreads her flowers Walks With Me."
Paying honor to the dead,
Maximum Was
79 Degrees The
While above in Heavenly bowers
maximum yesterday was 79 degrees
They know all that we said.
and the minimum 57 witii a relative!
humidity of :;6 per cent. There were'
Dealtn of Las Vegas Matron Mrs. local showers in the
vicinity during
Louisa Moore Romero died at Las Ve- - the afternoon. A
ago today the;
year
gas of pneumonia at the age of 51 maximum was 67 and the minimum 4C
Her
years.
husband, Canuto Romero with 72 per cent of sunshine
and six children survive.
the:
Rushing the Season? Are
G. A. R. Encampment Next Week
Isaac Waltonites rushing the season?1
Next week at Las Vegas, the annual Some trout
experts say that it is a
encampment of the New Mexico De- - trifle early for trout just now and that
partment of the Grand Army of the Santa Feaus would do better to sleep
Republic will be held.
out their morning siesta and not hurry
Building Big Ditch Hugh F. DuVal away before the break of dawn after
has returned from Lumberton, having the wily members of the finny tribe,
been engaged in building a ditch from
Father Castanie at Belen Through
the Navajo river to Amargo. This an error it was stated yesterday that
ditch will irrigate 10,000 acres of land, the Rev. Albert Castanie, who is now
Confessed to Murder Jose A. Tor- - missionary priest, at Belen, Valencia
res in district court at Las Vesas county, was formerly parish priest of
made a confession of the killing of an Guadalupe church in this city. Fath-- ;
aged man near Watrous, thus releas- er Castanie was assistant rector of the
ing his father Cayetano Torres who Guadalupe church, as is well known,
Sanford Dodge Here Tonight San-had been also indicted for the crime.
ford
Dodge and his company will preIf you will "Tackle" our fishing tackle you'll land any fish that
Raised Teachers' Pay The board
tackles your bait. Our lines are new and fresh and strong; our reels
of education has raised the pay of all sent Faust at the Elks tiheater tonight.
are not rusty.
teachers five dollars a month and fix- Mr. Dodge's fame as an actor has preceded him and the seat sale at FischWhenever the thought of hardware enters your mind, also let in
ed the pay of the janitor of the high
the thought that our store is the place to buy realiable hardware.
school at $L5 a month during summer er's drug store has been a good one.:
A
house is promised to greet
and $65 a month during the school Mr. large
Dodge and his associates who;
term.
1X- 7- l
Phone If :'- - U
I.
phone
HyV.rf:'fl.vS
come here from an engagement in the
nave il. No.
"HAKOWARE CO.
No. 14.
naiuwaie
14,
Held on Serious Charge .1. Flippeu,
Duke
City.
an Albuquerque laundry employe, was
Hot
Las Vegas The thermome
arrested on the charge of having in ter at at
Las Vegas yesterday indicated
his custody for improper purposes a
91 degrees.
the Optic says:
Yet,
female of minor age. The girl is only
to general belief weather
"Contrary
LI years of age and had borne a
good such as has been on
Ar-RETAIL
tap during the
reputation.
few days is conducive to pneu- past
It's Getting Hot at El Paso Two
RATON
monia unless care is exercised. The
persons attempted suicide at El doctors advise the
YANKEE
coats
of
wearing
Paso. Thomas Dillon, aged : years,
land
!
in
follow-CERRILLOS
the
light wraps
...U
evening
who was arouseuJ piroiu me stupor into
as
of
the
days
high
Hg
temperature
which a dose of morphine had thrown
cool air, with which New Mexico is
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, SmithiEg Coal. Steam Coal.
him, murmured: "Doc, why didn't you
a
favored
causes
after sun
me
let
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
go?" Mrs. Peter W. Garey swal- wide variation of down,
temperature. The
lowed chloride of mercury because of
MONTKZUMA AVENUE
doctors
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
cases
say there are several
Near A. T.&S.F. Depot
a quarrel with her husband. She will
of
a
in
and
the
pneumonia
community
85
recover.
Telephone
Telephone 85
small epidemic of sore throat."
Drowned in Rio Grande A second
Why Not a Home Industry? Why
death of drowning in the Rio Grande
is reported today. The second victim should not Santa Fe lumber dealers
is Richard Crandler, an eight year old manufacture boxes and packages suitIIVSURAIVCE
able for shipping fruit. That was a
boy, who went in swimming at San
meetasked
at
the
last
question
night
Martial. His mother is at a hospital
As a Protection for yourself ileiunml an Abstract Do you know whether
at Albuquerque, ill with nervous pros- ing of the Horticultural Society. It
you have an absolute title to the property which vou now own?
was
out
fruit
the
that
growers
pointed
tration. The grandfather of the boy
Taos
of
Santa
the
Fe,
Espanola valley,
is Postmaster McQuillan of San Mar-- ,
Absracts of Title, TUd CAMTA
a
JIDCTDAPT Realty & loss- cial. The boy ran away from home and Tesuque all would patronize
mm
u nm
home
kind
there
of
and
this
Furnished by
industry
mil, unmn I
ranee Agency
contrary to instructions not to go inwould be no need to bring these packto the water.
ages from a distance, as is done now.
Catron Block
Santa Pe, N, M
Tel Black 76
Exhausts Vaccine Supply In its A
do
local
this
like
would
industry
fight on smallpox, EI Paso has ex- Santa Fe
good, it was asserted. Efforts
hausted its vaccine supply. Two thoube made to have C. W. Dudrow
will
sand persons were vaccinated the past look into
the matter and report on
three days. More vaccine was tele- DIAMOWPO
same.
the
WATCHES
Her-a!d:
for.
Says the El Paso
graphed
"I wish that some of the people
MANUFACTURER OP
who do not believe in vaccination
tyes Tes,e!l
MEXICAN
would take a trip to the eruptive hosFWetf
Right
Up-- il
pital and look at some of the cases of
ServiM
Date fflethods
A
Right
smallpox," said Superintendent John
&
;1
Connors, Monday morning. "The cases
China and
Cut
are horrible, probably the worst case
Telephone Wo I4 Red
345 San Frane!co SI.
SANTA fp h m
ever seen there being that of Vice
who
Consul Oourley,
died."
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
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make effective the will of the people
of my state.
"Democratic and Republican states
New Mexico Military Institute
May Be Sapping
Kidney Troubles
alike west of the Hudson river have
Your Life Away. Santa Fe People
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
acted favorably in this matter almost
Have Learned This Fact.
West Point of the 8outhwe.'
Thi
nine
or
without exception. Only eight
DIRECT
Detailed by War Department
Officers
Army
stales have failed to act, and I do not
When a healthy man or woman be- Army Inspectors BANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
doubt that if the voice of the people
gins to run down without apparent
"A."
of these states of New England, of
cause, becomes weak, languid, de- Owen of Oklahoma Talks on New York, Maryland and Delaware
Through Academic course, preparing young
Grew
pressed, suffers backaches, headache,,
find convenient expression free But Lost All Hope of Cure
could
men for college or for buslues.'. dfe. Great
Constituto
Amendment
dizzy spells and urinary disorders,!
Mantf
Worsfianri Wnrcp in
from machine politics, every one of
... Nnitent
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
r.
look to the kidneys for the cause of!
j
tion He Proposes
senthem
of
the
would
favor
election
HosDoctors
of any Ml Iltary School In the Colon. Located
and
of
Three Years
it all. Keep the kidneys well and
MM
ft
(it
ators
by direct vote and would favor
on
the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
will
well. Doan's;
Inflammation
keep you
they
pital Treatment
the right of the people to instruct
of the West at ao e'evatlon of 3,700
Kidney Pills cure sick kidneys and,
spot
DEMAND their
Made Her Almost Crazy with Pain.
representatives in Congress and
?eet above sea level, sunshine everv day. but
keep them well. Here is a Santa Fe
the Senate.
testimonial to prove it.
Utie rain or snow during session.
"Not
states have acted alJ. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz street,' Alliance of Machine Politics and most only the
CURED
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduBY
TWO
SETS
in favor of this
unanimously
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I have usedi
from stardard
ates
eastern colleges. Ten
the
of
but
Is
the
ah
great
OF CUTICURA REMEDIES
Commercial Interests
right
people
Doan's Kidney Pills off and on forj
Refurnished, heated, light
buildings,
of
the
thoroughly
the
country,
parties
except
Scored.
two years and they have done me a;
edjand modern In all respects.
publican party have done so, and that
world of good. A dull pain in the,
" I bogan to have an itching over my
ex- REGENTS E. A. Cahoou, President; W
declared
would
it
for
have
s
party
extend-ln-small of my back, sometimes
whnlp body ab'ut seven years ago and
h----:.awill
D. C., June 1.
It
Washington,
influence
for
tlle
G, Hamlifoa, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Cl,,lt
overwhelming
into mv bladder paused me a
this settled in my limb, from the knee to
in
Senamachine
tin
said
domination
be
for
of
and
1
better
the
.see
went
politics
a
to
t'es.
country,"
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
great many
great deal of suffering, particularly
.
,
.
- c
physicians, a matter1 which cost me a
A Flnlay
management auu tne prevalence oi fortune,
when I took cold. I was bothered tor Owen of Oklahoma, "when sen aand after noticed that 1 did
boss influenca."
not pet any relief that way, I went for
fFor particulars &n3 Illustrated catalogue
mostly in the winter. In addition to tors and members of Congress and
"the
Owen
that
maintained
three
Senator
years to the hospital. But thev
the pain in my back, there were symp- state
ddress.
legislators and municipal legis- great evil from which the American were unable to help me there. I used
toms of inflamation of the bladder.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
all the medicines that I could see but
H uie uiiecu vuue m
luat'
"
ltt,",s
hllvt! suffered in recent years became
The kidney secretions were highly the
worse and worse. I had an inm
have
the
when
Superintendent.
and
people
people
al flammation which mado me almost crazy
has been the secret but
colored and when passed were attendof recall by the nomination
the
1 showed mv foot to
with
When
right
pain.
used
never
I
commercial
interests
between
liance
ed with a scalding pain.
my friends they would get really frighta remedy that acted as satisfactory as of a successor to their public servants. and machine politics, by which comI did not know what to do. I
The people will never abuse their mercial interests have endeavored ened.
was so sick and bad become so nervous
Doan's Kidney Pills.
proved
They
was
in
senator
The
ik
I
repower."
that
speaking
positively lost all hope.
to be just the medicine my case
and often succeeded in obtaining leginhad seen the. advertisement of the
"I
a
the
in
of
resolution
favor
Senate
cure
the
and
advantislation
them
they
complete
special
giving
quired
Cuticura Remedies a great many times
with
brought has led me to recommend troduced by him, in accordance
ages in nation; states and municipal- but could not make up my mind to buy
the
of
wishes
the ities, and obtained administrative and them, for I had already used so many
of the legislature
them on more than one occasion."
Finally I did decide to use
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 state of Oklahoma, providing for the judicial immunity so that the laws medicines.
the Cuticura Re- edies and I tell you
Buffalo, submission of a constitutional amend- - have not been properly ' enforced
Co.,
cents. Foster-Milburthat I was never io pleased as when I
noticed that, aftr having used two sets
New York, sole agents for the United ment for the election of senators by against them.
of Cuticura Soap, Cuticura Ointment
direct vote of the people.
States.
"I have no desire," he continued, "to and Cuticura Pills, the entire inflammawould
name
Doan's and
Such an amendment, he said,
Remember the
seek partisan advantage by pointing tion had gone. I was completely cured.
should be only too glad if people
-- TO
take no other.
prevent the corruption of legislatures, out the weaknesses of government un- with
a similar disease would come to
would prevent the improper use of der
me
and
find
methods.
It
will
I
out
would
the
truth.
require
only
present
amrecommend them to use Cuticura. Mrs.
the most vigorous efforts of the honRebound When excellent worn can money in the campaign by men
Bertha
ItVJl
New
Second
Ave.,
Sachs,
bitious to obtain a seat in the Senate est men of both
parties to restore the l'ork, N. Y., Aug. 20, l'JO'J."
be done right at home. Consult the and would
for
the
candidates
compel
"Mrs. Bertha Sachs is my sister-in-lagovernment to a condition of integrity,
New Mexican Bindery.
Senate to be subjected to the severe where
and I know well how she suffered
r'.vt Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
high purposes, honor and the'
and was cured by the Cuticura Remedies
scruitny of a campaign before the peo common good exclusively shall rule.
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
after many other treatments failed.
ple and compel the selection of the
Morris Sachs, 321 E. S'Uh St., Xew York,
best-fitteFRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
men. Further, he said, it.
Deutsch-OstrowoN. Y., Secretary of
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDER&.
PLANS FOR WELCOMING
would popularize government and tend
Kernpner Hebrew BenevoTne-oaaoROOSEVELT
ARE
ELABORATE.
?u'?Volc
lent
the United States. Canada. Mexico
Society, etc."
to increase the confidence of the peoA
of
MASONIC.
set
to
Cuticura
single
been
"which
Remedies,
has
ple in the Senate,
and all Foreign
but one dollar, consisting of Soap
some etxent impaired in recent years." New York Will Be Filled From River costing
to
heal
to
Pills
and
Ointment,
cleanse,
to River With Citizens and
VHTTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
Montezuma Lodge No It would also prevent deadlocks, he
to purify, has frequently cured chronic
Guests.
cases of torturing, disfiguring humors of
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg continued, due to political contests in
infants, children and adults when the
ular communications which various states from time to
best methods known to the profession
New York. June 1. As the time had failed. Guaranteed
first Monday of eaci time had been left unrepresented.
absolutely pure.
Cuticura Remedies nrc sold throughout the world
month a Masonic ha',
"I cannot believe," said Senator approaches for the return of
Potter Drue Chem Corp.. Sole Pro,., 135 Columdent Roosevelt on Saturday morning, bus Avo., Boston, Mass. ByMailrd Free. Cutlrur
m.
at 7.30
;Owen, "that the Senate is conscious
June 18th, the plans for his welcome Book. n Authority on Skin and SfriiD Dtseasea.
H. H. DOR MAN,
d
of the
public demand for are
assuming larger and larger diActing Master the election of senators by direct vote
and that tihe greeting will carriages. The demonstration will be
mensions,
ALAN K. McCORD, Secretary.
of the people. I therefore submit evination-wid- e
be
admits of no doubt. remarkable in that instead of march
dence of action taken by the various
New York will be filled from river to ing, the various organizations will be
of them
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, states, showing that thirty-siRigs,
river with citizens and guests, enor- lined up along Fifth avenue from
R. A. M.
have expressed themselves, in one mous
Regular
street north to 59th. Each or
Eighth
will
line
of
crowd
the
throngs
sponnH Mnnilav At form or another, favorably to the elec
ganization will have a band and may
u
an
"um
each month at Masonic tion of senators by direct vote of the
"U6, "e
swarm on the lower throw an arch across the street. In
crowds
ier
Hail at 7:30 p. m
people.
bay during the water demonstration. reality the paraders will review Mr
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P
"I believe," he declared, "that the Distinguished visitors from every state Rooseveit, instead of Mr. Roosevelt
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
will of the people is far more nearly in tne Lmon will be in attendance. reviewing them. All along the line
in me main man me wm oi any delegates from organizations from all decorations will be thrown to the
in Meed of
in
Santa Fe Commandery No. rignt
individual statesman who is apt to be over the United states will be on breeze until the route will be an
T.
conclave
K.
1,
Regular
enormous ribbon of red. white and
honored by them with a seat in thejnand and SCOres of dubs and
fourth Monday in each
that the whole people arejties of Xew York City and vicinity blue extending from Central Park to
month at Masonic Hall at more
apt to be safe and sane, more win aid in making the former Presi-ap- t the Battery.
RIGHT.
7:30 p. m.
Mr. Roosevelt's plans following the
to be sound and honest than a unt's
an historic event.
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
Chairman R. A. C. Smith of the reception have not been announced,
single individual. At all events I feel
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
not only willing but I really desire to Harbor Display Committee states that and it is not known whether he will
C2-3A- 8.
Don Caspar Avenue
craft go to his home at Oyster Bay or renearly every available
Santa Fe Lodge or Perfection No. 1
has been chartered to meet at Quaran- - main in the city until tflie luncheon
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
by
the Kaiserin Auguste Victoria on to be given him Thursday, June
tine
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
the Roosevelt Rough Riders. Mrs.
reach
which
Roosevelt
will
Colonel
on the third Monday of each month
America, and that upwards of 100 Koosevelt has been invited by the
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in'
boats will join in the procession from Daughters of the American RevoluMasonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
to a luncheon at Sherry's, where,
Quarantine to the city. The boats, tion
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor-if she accepts, she will review
the
comprising steamships, private yachts
dially invited to attend.
parade from the windows of the faand
will
and
be
decorated
tugs
gaily
The Colorado Rational Lite Assurance Company
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
all will have bands aboard. The 300 mous restaurant.
Venerable Master
members of the citizens' reception
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Denver Colorado.
committee appointed by Mayor Gay-no- r OPERA WRITTEN FOR
Secretary.
MEXICAN
CENTENNIAL.
will go down the bay early in the
25l,bSEAUDB0XES!
morning on the revenue cutter An-- !
B. P. O. E.
Composed Music
6EST SUGAR FOR TEA AND COFFEE!
droscoggin and meet the Kaiserin at Julian Carrillo
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
Months GerSeven
of
Course
Imme-9
as
o'clock
andhor.
she
drops
holds its regular session on the sec-BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE!
man Colony to Join.
Colonel Roosevelt will board
diately
ond and lourth Wednesday of each
the Androscoggin and the procession
New
A. AV
month. Visiting brothers are invited
will start toward New York.
1. The members
Mexico
June
City,
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
Catron Block.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Passing the Battery the boats will of the German colony in this capital
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
the
i!
proceed up North river, hugging
have about perfected plans for their
Secretary.
New Jersey shore, to a stake-boa- t
.
participation in the celebration of the
SUGAR
11
Ik
I
anchored at 59th street, and then re- centennial of Mexican independence,
Knights of Pythias.
turn, reaching the Battery at 11 and the unveiling of the great HumSanta Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights ofj
o'clock. Here Colonel Roosevelt will boldt statue. It has been definitely deCO
E.
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
set foot on his native soil for the cided that the ceremony of unveiling
1.
8
in
at
month
o'clock
in
Tuesdays
first time in a year and be officially will take place September 3, after
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit
welcomed by Mayor Gaynor, repre which there will be a sumptous break
ing Knight's invited to attend.
j
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
senting the city of New York. This fast to which all of the participants
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C
under ditch. $40 00 to $75 00 per acre, under cultivation
will take place on a raised will be invited. In the evening there
ceremony
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
and highly improved, SoO.OO to 8175.00 per acre. These are
stand and the principals will be sur- will be a gala theatrical performance
homes ready for you.
ideal
rounded by 6,000 distinguished guests, in one of the large theatres of the
including United States senators and city.
Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
representatives, members of tihe diploRANCHES.
We are prepared to locate settlers on trov- It is reported that the statue which
RANCHES,
matic corps at Washington, members
LARGE
ernment land. We have irrigation enter- IiARf4K
soon
to
is
the
German emperor
pre
AN1
men
are
Moneyed
AND
capital.
of President Taft's cabinet, business
needing
prises,
:
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SMALL.
invited to correspond with us.
SMALL
men of national reputation, artists, sent to Mexico is about ready to be
will be sent to this coun
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HER FROM YOU.
literatuers, governors of states, may- cast,in and
time.
a
short
try
ors of cities, and many other persons
The Humboldt statue will be erectof note.
ed
in the garden of the national li
The Republican club of the city of
New York has' chartered the big brary, a point of historical interest,
Shapeliness.
heart of the capital,
steamship Albany and will go to Quar- and in the Centennial
Opera.
antine with fully 6,000 persons aboard'. j
The Mexican independence centen
As She is as sneedv as the flept Kais
For Every Dollar you pay as first payment up to
erin, it is likely that she will proceed nIal Pe-- is completed, and has been
to Fire island anA nir-i- ,
the linpr delivered to President Diaz by the au
Tne Roosevelt Neighbors Association thor. Prof- - Julian Carrillo, one of the
of Nassau county, L. I, will take part youngest and best known of the Mexiseven
less
than
In
can
composers.
in the naval demonstration on the
steamboat Nassau. The Nassau will months Carrillo composed the music,
We will give you a receipt for? double the amount
go down the bay witfli banners flying and wrote the libretto of an opera that
and bands nlaving. and. it is needless has been dedicated to tne government
to say, with Colonel Roosevelt's neigh- - and will be produced in this city dur- bors shouting: themselves hoarse. Thev ing the September celebrations.
The repidity with which the work
will wear hats alike, carry the ban- J
,MW m- nners they took to Washington at the was accomplished has astounded oth- Pay $50.00 get a receipt for $100.00
time of Rnnspvelt's inniiiriimtinn. and er musicians and composers of tne
" 25.00
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50.00
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"
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Chicago,
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"
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double
of garments are liable to lose their
tions from Omaha, Washington, Pitts- - who have had the opportunity to hear
LIVERY.
Oar Prises are tha lowest New YorK Prices
shape through the wear and tear of
burg. Buffalo, and other cities lhave al- - Darts of the music of the piece de- healthy horses and business. If you soil or wrinkle your
ready engaged boats. The harbor will clare that the opera will take rank as
be policed by cutters in the revenue a noteworthy production of the time, fine carriages are here and subject to clothes, send it to us and notice how
service and speedy police craft.
While the plot has not been made pub your order. We want your business quickly we clean it and press it back
The land parade will be spectacular lie, it is said to be laid around the in the livery line and will appreci- to its original shapeliness and newness. Yet the trifle you pay for the
in the extreme, although the march- - last Aztec empire and the visit of Cor ate it.
is wonderful.
service
be
will
mounted
confined
to
ing
tes,
the
Music.
.Alt Popular
Piaza.
police, the police band, the Roosevelt
4
WILLIAMS
'Julius Mnralter, Tailor
Rough Riders escorting Mr. Roose- if you are in need of anything, try
Red.
139
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
veit, and the reception committee in a New Mexican Want Ad.
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matter, and they are and lawns make the cemetery the
many, which the Santa Fe distributes, finest park in this section but as long
carries the word Santa Fe and always as there is no road to it, that long it
makes favorable mention of the town will waste its beauty on the desert
of Santa Fe as a tourist resort. The air. Several thousand dollars would
advertising which the Santa Fe rail- construct a wide avenue lined with
way gives to the city of Santa Fe is trees on both sides and seats at freworth many thousands of dollars quent intervals for the wayfarer and
every year and if our friends, the peo- fountains for man and beast to drink
ple of Santa, Fe, would only wake up from. Later, perhaps, there might be
and take advantage of the splendid placed statues of New Mexico heroes
oppoitunities offered, they would have along this Avenue of Victory or of
less cause for complaint.
This com Peace that leads to the quiet city of
pany has spent a nunarea thousand
dead. The New Mexican believes
dollars at Santa Fe and Lamy within jthe
that the department of war, or even
the past twelve months improving and Congress, can be induced through
depots, hotels and sta- proper representations to build such a
beautifying
tion grounds to please the people of highway, a mile long, connecting with
Santa Fe, and yet they will register the city's streets, a highway that
imaginary complaints about a little would serve not only the National
thing of Santa Fe not appearing on all cemetery but St. Catherine's Indian
maps and further that the time table school and Rosario cemetery as well.
does not show the Lamy branch. On But if Uncle Sain is too
parsimonthe ious, then let the county and city get
page 62 of the system folder,
branch
is shown very plainSanta Fe
together and build and maintain such
ly and it shou'd not be necessary to a road before another Memorial
Day
say that no railroad in the world omits compels the few remaining veterans
any of its stations in a time card to
through the sand under a hot
much less an important branch like sunplow
to pay a tribute to the comrades
that to Santa Fe. There is an index who have
preceded them in death.
in the folder showing all stations and
where they can be found, in fact, the
folder is so complete and so full of
Coming to Sant Fe
information, that no traveler should
l
i
fa to understand same.
"There is another matter in your
editorial which has been heard for lo
these many years, and that is the
statement that our conductors and
Wednesday Evening June 1st.
trainmen are continually telling people not to come to Santa Fe. This
The mutest Unirrntic Society Event
statement has been investigated time
of the Entire Season.
and again but we have never been
Americas'
Greatest Aclor
able lo get any definite proof as to
who made the statement, further than
MR. SANFORD DODGE
that it was some conductor or brake-maSupported by
or possibly Uhe porter, bnl when
MISS ADELLE N1CKERSON
pressed for actual facts as to the train
time and date, the passengers failed
and excellent, Company in an Klaborate
to remember.
We cannot take action Scenic
of the Greatest Play
ever written
tigainst any one. simply on rumors,
hearsay or imagination. On the other
hand, people are constantly leaving
Santa Fe, strangers coming here with
the expectation of staying indefinitely,
but who leave in a day or two with
the remarks: "You have an idea! climate, a wonderful amount of historic
and Klcjrnnt Costumes an
attractions, but your hotels are not Elaborate
Wonderful Klectrical Kneels,
satisfactory, your streets are dirty and
A (il'A RAMTKE I' ATTRACTION
your people are 'knockers.' " These
statements are. frequenlly made
F. very where. Secure
your
leaving Santa Fe; and you may- Crowded Houses
SKATS KAKlA,
be sure that these people advertise
PRICES: 50, 75c and $1.00.
this fact from Maine to California and
Seat Sale opens Saturday at Fischfrom the Great Lakes to the Gulf of
Mexico and beyond the sea. Is the At- er's drug store.
chison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway
Company responsible for this condition of affairs in Santa Fe?"
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THE GLORIES OF THE PECOS,
Clark McAdams. the well known
Post-- ;
humorous poet of the St. Louis
with!
Fe
nisntarh is coming to Santa
secF.
Saunders,
William
friend
his
Commercial
Louis
retary of the St.
on
Club. Of course, he will so fishing
the
at
rusticate
the Pecos and will
which
Valley Ranch, the glories of
Saunders has described so eloquently
m
to the poet that he has broken out
the following song:
Hush Fellows!
know a mountain stream that sings
Bv many cool and shady keeps,
wings
Ang eagles on their
azure
the
deeps.
in
them
Disport
surmount the
The smiling skies
I

sun-kisse- d

steeps,

And where the river winds about
ush
And ever on and onward leaps-Hfellows trout!
II.

The spell of peace is present there
And every peak against the sky
care
A "frowning tower lest the
by.
adventure
life
of
stress
And
The hills of peace uplifted high
Against intrusion from without,
waters
And where the deep, clear

If he has made
any
the records?
speeches in ihe Senate against these
ot ins, the writer
boon companions
has failed to note them. His whole
attitude seems to be to down those
Republicans in the Senate who failed
to see that he was great enough to be
placed in Allison's, shoes.
"In the Second Triumvirate, composed of Octavius, Antonius and
the immortal Cicero was placed
upon the proscription list, to suffer
death, in order tnat the ambitious
lust of Antonius might not be hindered.
In the Third Triumvirate, composed of Beveridge, Champ Clark and
Bailey, the political leader, Aldrich,
and all the other wheel horse Republicans who have hindered Mr. Bever-idge'- s
personal ambition are placed
upon the proscription list. The readers of the Inter Ocean will scarcely
fail to see the paralellism in these two
accounts.
"Shall we, fellow Republicans quietly sit around and witness the betrayal
and downfall of our party just to enable Mr. Beveridge to gratify his own
personal revenge upon Mr. Aldrich
and the Taft administration?
"It is possible that the Republicans
in Congress have made some mistakes,
but Hhat does not justify Mr. Bevermad' over personal
idge,
slights, in coming to Indianapolis
and denouncing the Republicans of
the Senate as political bosses and in
vitriol into the
throwing political
faces of the very men who cradled
him in his political babyhood. There
are some parents, it is true, who can
receive a dash of vitriol from an overindulged boy as if it were some sweet
smelling ointment, but those looking
on know quite well that the child
needs a spanking.
"So there are some Republicans
that, with blinded eyes, would scream
themselves hoarse in praise of this
same child. Be careful now, my dear
offriends, that this
fspring of ours does not, rule the whole
house and humiliate us some timebe-lor- e
company.
"Friends, is a firefly to put the lights
of the sun to shame? Are we to als
low the beautiful scintillations of
comet to destroy the luminosity
of that greater light that rules the
day?
'True the sun has not given us just
the. kind of weather we farmers need
this spring for planting corn and
hatching chickens; but it is safer to
have it continue its regular course
than to intrust ourselves to comets.
Genesis tells us that God made the
sun and tne stars also, and made them
on the fourth day; but the comet
well the scriptures nowhere inform
us who made it, nor when.
" 'He that hath ears to hear, let him
g

fellows

trout!
III.

The breath of life is in the breeze
That shakes the aspen on the hill,
And wondrous are the lullabies
still.
The river sings when night is
thrill
that
melodies
The haunting
The hefEK with Nature all about,
ush,
And in the free,
trout!
fellows
rill-H-

wild-runnin- g

SENATOR BEVERIDGE.
SenAn eastern exchange says that.
furious
and
is
piqued
ator Beveridge
because of .the things that, the press
as
of New Mexico has said about, him,
at
fall
to
Mexico
if he expected New
his feet and worsnip. That even in
his own state of Indiana there are two
opinions on his greatness is apparent
Chifrom the following letter in the
whielh is also
cago Inter-Oceato be taken to heart by a
number of New Mexico statesmen who
are disposed to play the insurgent
point-edenoug- h

racket:

d

Hal-ley'-

It seems to be the opinion of many
persons that it would be to the best
interest of Hie Republican party, and
tOierefore to the whole people of Indiana, if our senior senator would decline to be a candidate to succeed
himself. Such an action on his part
would give the Republicans of Indiana an opportunity to indorse the action of the administration and the majority in Ihe Senate.
"Free from the influence of Mr. hear.' "
Beveridge and his appointees in the
A LECTURE FOR SANTA FE.
postofflces, the convention at Indianthe
Last
that
resolved
have
would
Saturday, the New Mexican edapolis
tariff bill was most itorially voiced the complaint of local
Payne-Aldricconducive to the continuation of na- residents that the name of the city of
tional prosperity, and the indorsement Santa Fe does not appear on certain
of the administration would have been maiis in the general folder of the SanThere is no doubt about ta Fe system although the names of
unanimous.
it the Republicans of Indiana, when many small villages do appear on the
left to their own good judgment, are same map, and also the complaint frein favor of protection to American in- quently made that Santa Fe train emdustries. Those who oppose Mr. Bev- ployes discourage tourists from visitedieridge are afraid to trust him, just as ing this city. In answer to this
the Democrats have always been torial City Agent H. S. Lutz has writ
afraid to risk Mr. Bryan, and he will ten the following communication, in
fail of election, just as Mr. Bryan has which there is much of truth, some of
failed. Socialism and Republicanism bitterness and just a little injustice
in not acknowledging that the Santa
don't mix well.
!Vq Tiuq mi nlwav-Inno TM(rhf r SnTU
long"If Mr. Beveridge cannot, any
ta
of
late
Fe,
years it is doalthough
Republicans
er work with the
in
to
all
advertise this
its
power
now
the
ing
are
and
who have been
and
tion's safeguard, he has the right to city and to bring here tourists
has
Fe
healthseekers.
Santa
every
is
the
It
his
candidacy.
withdraw
reason to be grateful to the great sys- only manly thing for him to do. It is tern which has
been named after it.
th( p'only thing that can save the party
Fe
would have pros
Santa
The
system
from an inglorious defeat.
under any other name, but havpered
of
Indiana
"The Republican party
chosen the name, this city ought
has made Mr. Beveridge what he is. ing
to follow up the immense advertising
he
has
which
Every political position
of this fact. Says Mr. Lutz:
held Mr. Beveridge owes to the Repub- advantage
"Editor,
Daily New Mexican.
of
destitute
so
Is
he
lican party.
"Dear Sir In your issue of May
gratitude as to ask this party now 28th appears an editorial, which was
to fall down at his feet? Will tlhe no doubt
inspired by complaints made
party do it? The election in Novem- by our Santa Fe friends who are exber will ring out the answer.
tremely delighted to find fault with.
"The great Cicero said: 'A grateful the Santa. Fe railroad and their
mind is not only the greatest of virIn the first place the word
tues, but the parent of all other vir- 'Santa Fe' appears in our system
tues.' Doesn't it seem to you dear folder more than 200 times. The
friends, that our senior Senator, to large map in thi3 folder shows Santa
use one of William Hawley Smith s Fe in bold type on a branch running
favorite maxims. 'Is born short,' in from Lamy. On page 37 of this folder
the realm of gratitude and therefore it is shown in tlhe same manner, even
In addition,
the
ought to be put upon the superannuat- more prominently.
ed list for a few years, if not for all map shows wagon roads from Santa
time, especially so long as he seeks Fe to Tesuque, Nambe, Pojoaque,
the companionship of such men as
Park, Hot Sulphur Springs and
Champ Clark and Bailey as his politi- the Cliff Dwellings,
cal advisers?
"The folder referred to, also con
"Since Mr. Beveridge failed to suc- tains smaller maps on pages 24, 29
ceed Senator Allison on tlhe appropria and 30 on which are shown the town
tions committee, does his dennncia- of Santa Fe. Every page of this fold- tlon of Champ Clark, Bailey or any er is adorned in bold letters with the
other leading Democrat appear upon WOrd Santa Fe; every pamptlet of
h

c

old-lin-

e

time-cards-
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A NEW FIELD FOR MEN.
PLAZA
SHOP
Paul West in the Delineator speaks
so alluringly of a new field for men
For
years .he only
out of which women will not crowd
first
class
tomorial parlor
them, that the New Mexican fears
in Santa Fe.
that more than one editor will abandon his field in his New Mexico hamOUR NEW PITCH
let where he must not only write and
TREATMENT
edit but also wash the rollers, stick
the type, run the press and do sun- si guarantee! lo cure, (not only
dry jobs for which he is paid in beans, r!ieve, D.scdruff, falling hair &
We also
cabbage and broom corn, in order to other sctep irritations.
enter domestic service. In fact, there car ry a c
ine of all the
are openings in Santa Fe right now
popular hair and facial tonics.
for the right kind of young men who
HERPICIDE. DE LUXE QUiNINE & HTCH
are willing to sweep, wasli and cook.
West:
BATHS BATHS BATHS
Says Mr.
"There are today few occupations
a young man can take up without fear
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
of a woman's taking the bread out of! Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
his mouth. These are:
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
L'. .3
uw... ..... Tlini'citovo
ladies' tailoring, and do not sneer, tiiTirl rlAlivr.enn
.UMiouujo tXLll L'llUdja
work
All
is
r
guaranteed:
voting man! DOMESTIC SERVICE!
socks are mended and buttons
Even prize fighting may be closed to
sewed on you shirts, without
men tomorrow, if some strong-armeextra charge.
Vassar graduate should decide to cap- tare tine championship belt. Ladies' PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
tailoring may entice them at. anv
time. But, as time goes on, it becomes gEKaraEBSSBBBE
more and more evident that one field
will never again have a woman occu- pant. Go into general housework,
solve the servant, problem and save
the American home!
5K
"There is no reason why voting 111
American men should not make idea!
1
servant girls, and yet preserve inde-- '
The bookkeeper works
pendence.
1
from eight till six. His meager wages
Q
must pay board and lodging and
clothe him. What a life! But the gen-- i
eral housework girl in a small family
what does she have to do but cook
a few meals', clean a few rooms, after
a fashion, and collect, thirty dollars a
month ? Not a penny for expenses, a
nice room, plenty of clothes given her
WE ARE LONG ON
and every Thursday and Sunday out!
APPLES
Young nun, it is easy. What preparation is needed? Nothing;
anybody!
can learn to cook in a week. Capital?
WK WILL SKLL W H ILK
A trunk and a written reference from
LAST
your last place, the latter readily oh-- ;
tainable from the manager of any emNo. 1 B, 1). apple per Box
ployment office.
2g
"And think of the Tiappy lives you;
8 pounds for
can make by your charming little cul-- :
2g
inary surprises. Then, when the fain-- :
2 B. D. apples per Box
No,
J QQ
i!y go away for the summer, tlhey take;
have the
you with them, or you
0 rounds for
whole flat to yourelf, and everything
25
1
free! Young man, it is a vision of
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happiness!

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit
--

w

PEACE.

Those who saw the tottering veterans make their painful way through
the sand and stones of the road to the
National cemetery on Memorial Day
must have been struck with the neglect that has permitted years to pass
without the building of a suitable
highway from the city to that beauty
Trees
cemetery.
Bpot, the National

-
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THE

HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of

the Best Hotels in the West

Cuisine and
Table Service

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

Unexcelled

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE
AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

v4r

r

i

nr

-

.

HOTEL

WAMl

J. E. LACOME

ass!'

Proprietor

Commodious

Sample Rossr,

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: EJectric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

FRKSS

THK BUTTON WE IX) THK RKKT.

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If you drop in at 5 o'cloci you can get a hot
supper ready to eat and you will not have to

We Are
Now

Servin

wait.

Ourincreasinf? patronage Js the
best proof that we merit yours.

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADOGI .UPKProprietor

RATES

$1.00 A

DAY AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hote
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE in
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor. Special attention given to
traveling
men,
Give us a trial if you want first class service.

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM. GREGG Prop.
.1.1.

CHIMAYO

MYAJO,
THE

and BALLETA

BUCKETS
ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

STORE

"WTho

AN AVENUE OF

,

transacts tl general banUitr; business in all u$ branch;.
Loans mone on tiie most favorable terms on ail ki;:Js i
and
personal and collateral security. Buys and seiis
stocks in all mirkets for its customer.
Buys anj sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic tia;n;,r
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as !iher;?i terms 5
as are given by any money transmit ng agency pi! ic or ?
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate oS three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and' products. S
The bank executes al! orders of its patrons in the Ixmki z line,
aid aire's to extend to them as liberal treatment in ail respects.
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- in. Safety deposit boxes for rent The patronage of the
nublic is respecfuliy solicited.

301-30-

knows, too, but that your employer's daughter may fall in love with
you, and marry you, thus, when she
goes into business for herself making
you happy and comfortable for life?
"At all events, young man, domes-- !
tic service is worth considering,
it
te an open field and man can make
his mark in it. Why not be a pioneer?"

FE.

VAIINEl

& CrO.

j

Assistant Castiei

!

i3

prize-fightin-

mm,

The Oldest Banking InSkStistion in
New (Mexico. Established in 1870

i

ELK'S THEATRE

B. tEAD, Cashier.

FRAM;

OF

;

fknLABEX?

I

President.

1

I

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

PALEK.

L. A. HUGHES,

1, 1910.

3

Ssn Francisco St.

BLACKBERRIES'

Open Until 8. p. m.

They are now at their best and lowest for the season, for thissnd
next week we will make a
special low price In crate lots.

THESE PRICES TALK

H. S. KAUNE
& COMPANY

CHIMAYO PILLOWTOPS, 50s each
'
NATURAL WOOL
75c
WAR CLUBS
25c

TOMTOMS

BOWS and ARROWS
NAVAJO BLANKE1S

,

I5c
?:,

CANDELARIO

65c

per pound and up

The Curio Man.

At the Sign of the Old Cart.

PHONE 26

-

30c

f
WEDNESDAY. JUNE

1, 1910.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

WHAT ARE YOU DOING
WITH TOUR MONEY ?
YOU CAN FILL Sl BUCKET
J

1

jiji

A
K. R. Barilett of the Sania Fe, is
at the Claire.
is ai
A. La Sura of
the Coronado.
j
S. .1. Kelso of Rocky Ford, Colo..
is here on business.
Mounted Policeman .John V. Co!- lier is up from Estancia.
T. C. Teitsworth
Denver sales- man, is calling on the ivade.
Attorney A. 13. Reiiehan returned
last evening from Blanca, Colo.
a grocery salesman of
R. B.
Kansas City, is at the Palace.
Charles H. Cutler, a Chicago sales- man is calling on the trade here.
Alfred H. Stewart, a business man
from .lemez Springs, is in the city.
'
Frank Webb, of Morenci. Ariz., is a
.sightseer registered at (ireair's hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Y. Paxton, tourists
of South Charleston. Ohio, are in the

u

j

.!

AXTA FE, N.

PAGE
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PC YOU COIN' FISHIN' MR.

the
BRISTOL1
for Trout.

SPORTMAN?

XJsi

7,

If you are,

S

you will
IuV

t V. ,

need
a

a&iu

;

UNITED STATES BANK

&

His Time is Yours
j
j

R. J. Murphy, a clothing salesman!
of Dallas, Texas, is calling on the'

......

lui'de.

Posiofiiee Inspector Haynes of Den- ver, was in Santa Fe today on court

business.
j

j

CO.

thn

OF

Las Cruces

f

'

J-

$5.00 down $5.00 a mouth, .no interest; no
taxes, no morifige, a deed when the lots are
paid for. You can't, afford to let a GOOD investment like t bis go by when it costs you
only sixteen and two third cents a day.
C- -

AATSON

1

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
the Isaac Walton Fever.
take

ARE & SUPPLY

SANTA PB HARD

i

RELJOLVED!

!

For full particulars call or
address the above company

St.

Phone.

Red So. 189

never. see:wo,ne at
TOP

j

Wagner Undertaking Establishment

THE

Dealers in Furniture

ALSO

CO,

tl

Sole Agents in Santa Fe.

119 San Francisco

Windows

w-

Everything in Hardware.

COMPANY

&

tr
sa
Notice our

j

i

BOY LOTS in the COLLEGE SUB DIVISION

O

is all new and complete in every

sells
Hoeken'heimer,
who
detail our assortment of flies is larger
trunks for a Denver concern is at
the Palace.
ever.
and more complete,
U. S. District Attorney David
J.
and
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets,
everything for his majesty, 1 TH
Leahy of Las Vegas, is in Santa Fe on
1
..
a m
KnA
c
r it
f
a
nTii
i
l
l
7t-1
OUU Ul 1LC9.
ire via ru.
nmA in y nci i It: A L lu uui
political matters.
UUI prices
Mrs. P. J. Applewhite, who owns a'
than ever before.
tourist hotel in San Bernardino, Oil.,!
is at the Palace.
.
Mrs. Hugh DuVal has sone to Luni-- .
berton, Rio Arriba county, where she;
;
is visiting relatives.
up
Assistant Forester James B. Adams,
of Washington, D. C, was a visitor in
Albuquerque yesterday.
Adolfo Espinosa and
Sabino Kspi-- ;
nosa, are here from Taos. They are
registered al the Coronado hotel.
Wholesale & Retail
Dr. E. McQueen Gray, president of!
Dealers in
'tut' rniversity of Xew Mexico, at AL-- ;
buquerque, was a visitor in Santa Fe
yesterday.
M. F. Yalowstein, of Xew York; H
D. Kaupt, of Cleveland, and C. A. Aus
Hill' A.J J IU.K.a-..tin, of Kansas City, are salesmen reg- - ern Xew .Mexico and many forest
fires aionj; the Denver & Rio Grande
istered at the Palace.
Territorial Secretary Xanhan Jaffa, caused by sparks from locomotives
fire to the dry leaves.
and brother, Joseph Jaffa, have return
You
ed from Albuquerque where they took!
in the Slniner festivities.
WILL HOLD CORPUS
WHO 1SJMTWELL
THE
CHRISTI CELEBRATION,
Arthur Fraker of Wason Mound, a)
HAVE
student of the Xew Mexico Agricul-- '
bRESS'ED.
tural College at Mesilia Park, was the Members of Church of Our Lady of
IGOOD APPAREL
REACH
guest of Carl A. Bishop yesterday, on!
Guadalupe Will Take Part in
his way home.
Procession Sunday.
THEToP OR SfAYTHERE
Colonel Venceslao Jaramillo, of El
Rito, Rio Arriba county, is in town to: The feast of Corpus Christ i will be
RE VOU ON THE WAY
attend a meeting of the regents of the celebrated with fitting ceremony by
UP?
Spanish-AmericaNormal school. He tne members of the Lady of Guadalupe
im- an
and
church
morning
will return home tomorrow.
Sunday
BROWN.
'
Rev. Sister Mary Charles accom- - posing procession will take place after
panied by Sister Wilhelma, went to the high mass which will be
S
Sunday to attend the fun- -' united at a. m.
will be identical in
The
procession
eral of the venerable Sister Paulina,
who was fifty-fiv- e
years in the Com- - h:jracter with that held Sunday by',MP Cathedral jiarish.
The Rev. Anmunity.
Attornev Harvey DuVal, who went thony Besset. rector of the Guadalupe
to Florida some months ago, is report-- , church will be celebrant of the late
ed ill at. Battle Creek Sanitarium, in '''ss and will carry the Sacred Host.
have been selected
Michigan. It is said that his condi-- : The following
tion has improved in the past few pallium bearers to accompany him: Benjamin Read, John Hampel, MarweeiS
celino
Garcia, Juan J. Ortiz, Frederico
w h ninti nf m,p
Rnepiai
census bureau, left this forenoon for ' Alarid, Ijouis Alarid, James B. Read
Fitnnr.iM WillavH rlnvi unrl Tnciv.ii. and Pedro BHttOll.
cari to check up 'the census situation! Tile pfoeession ..will be a lengtOi)
in those sections. He exnects to ri one ana oesiaes nieuiuers or me liar
W11K:U ls a 'arge one, tne pupi:s
turn to Santa Fe on Saturday even-'18- "
COfYRICMY CJOfe.BYTde BUSTER. BRoWN
. At the Top. m
oi
St.
Catherines Indian school will
ins.
in
il
lmrt
Lucas
J.
W.
;,ake
last
night
"Attorney
DOE-WHY
THE FRUIT MAN PACK THE
There will be two altars at, which
was host, at a stag bridge party in
will
the
ceremonies
be
carried
usual
CHOICE APPLET ON TOP? BECAUSE APPEARhonor of Judge Frank W. Parker, of
Las Cruces, who has presided over the out. One of the altars will be at the
ANCES COUNT.
home of Marcelino Garcia and the
May term of the San Miguel county
GOOD CLOTHES DOES NOT MAKE THE MAN
district court. The guests numbered ether at the residence of Aniceto
BUT THEY ARE A MARK OF DISTINCTION.
twelve." Las Vegas Optic.
The first mass will be celebrated at
Judge Matthew G. Reynolds of St. Gtxdalupe church at 6 a. m. and will
OUR READY TO WEAR CLOTHES ARE HAND
S.
U.
Louis, formerly
attorney of
,nalt an nom.
ahqut
TAILORED, FORM FITTING, AND SHAPE REvaie lanu claims wun neaaquai iers in
THIRD
this city, and now police commissioner
LESS THAN YOU ARE
TAINING,
for St. Louis, is a business visitor in LOCOMOTIVE EXPLOSION
PAYING.
KILLS THREE MEN.
Santa Fe and is receiving the hearty
No OLD MoTH EATEN STOCK To PICK FRoM.
hand grasps of the many friends he
JuncBlows
Collinsville
at
has made in this city.
Up
Engine
PRICES RANGE FROM $ 1 2. 50 To
tion, III., on St. Louis and
"Cleofes Romero and his family left
Eastern Terminal.
this afternoon for Santa Fe, where
St.
Mo., June 1. Three men
Mr
Louis,
will
home
make their
during
they
Romero's incumbency as warden of were killed when a railroad locomo- the territprial penitentiary. Mr. Ro- tive exploded near Collinsville JuncWE ARE BUILDING A REPUTATION
FOR
mero's hundreds of friends in Las tional!., on the St. Louis and Eastern
HONEST DEALING
toTerminal railroad today.
Vegas were bidding hini good-by- e
day." Las Vegas Optic.
368
Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Paxton of
South Charleston, Ohio, tourists who
came to Santa Fe yesterday, left for
PANSY PLANTS NOW.
CI
Espanola from where they will visit
CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
the cliff dwellings. Mr. Paxton is suBOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
and
of
instruction
perintendent
public
both he and Mrs. Paxton will return
DESIGNS.
R. V. BOYLK Mgr.
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
here to spend some time.
CIA RE H DON POULTRY YARDS ARE SKLLISfi Ml'T!
FKKS H LAID EGGS evfry any
Special Agent Elmer MarsQi of the Return. Thursday and Friday.
census bureau returned last, evening AGENCY at O. K Barber Shop
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Vyandottes. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
from Dulce and Chamita where he
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine polsoninr t
checked up the Indian census. He m Mrs FO. BROWN Agent
KHGS FOK HATCHING.
Phone No. 23 Red
in north- ports extraordinary
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Our Line
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Karl
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TRUST

-

COME IN AND GET AC- QUA IN TED WITH HIM,
IT WILL HE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

;

We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

-

v

We've got 'em all, everything
that vou need. Just call at our store and
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flies, and anything else
you wish to know.

i

BANK ONE DOLLAR A DAY $ 6 a week. This sum and the interest
on it, will in twenty years, make you a comfortable fortune. The interest on this fortune will support you the rest of your life.
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.

some

supplies

;

UT IlifflTTHE BANK

Ftv.

m?r?$s-

1

toU WST
To

,

PINE LINE
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POU THE HOUSE

Carpets and Rags

'

n

kinds of furnishings from ehmawaiv. to stoves, and
ranges, Also a, tins assortment of deks. chairs, table
for tbe babies.
audhat racks. Wagner folding
All

go-car-

Tney are GRE

VT!!

,

ts

.

,

Look over oar stoc-i- and see if there isn't
so nethirjg to interest you
r

Ornamental Doors.

tine1

rw

ma

--

i

'fWv
fr- - tit'
'i

BUSTER

i--

iiilJ

i

Bus-t;nient-

ai'e made to perfection from our
Lumber) because thf wcod is
perfect in every particular and
free from every imperfection of
knots, cracks and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
by carpenters and bu'lders. and
archiall sensible, wide-awake

tects hereabouts

particularly

mention our Lumber in their
s pacifications.

Charles W. Dudrow
C. A, RISING
AGSNT FOR

RELIABLE DRUGS
AND MEDICINES

lri-jhf- .t

Are the only kind safe to use. The
uncertain kind are very apt to do more
harm than good.
WHAT YOU GET
FROM THIS PHARMACY

rely upon absolutely. If the
health of your household is dear to you
prove your sincerity by coming here
for your drugs and medicines.

you can

STR1PL1HG-BUHA0W-

&

Company.
Where your dollar buys the most.
S

Biils Bros. Monumental Co,

ALL CiRAIlKS OK MARBLK & GKANITK
MKMORIALS AT REASONABLE PRICKS'

Palace Ave.

W

I

IP EtML UIDflY

OP DENVER

125

$20.00

Santa Fe, N. Mex.

For Best Laundry Work

N

TOWNSEND & CO.

AtfFNHnV
(iAKDhN

dryness

SSSBSl

Hour Electric ervice
n and After March 1st.
NUSHT
sPace next week for Electric Irons
Wife p those Jaik ftCvS and Electrical Cooking Specialties.
Santa Fe Water

AND

Light Company

THE S AN1 a Fh
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We have never claimed S. S. S.
to be a medicine to work wonders,
AND TONIC
nor one that would cure every ailment
nr
nrrtic.L txH '
casks
of mankind; but we do know it to be
a specific for those disorders originating from impure or diseased blood.
When we say this medicine cures
blood troubles we are stating a fact
which is corroborated by the experience of thousands, and doubtless there
CO
are persons in your locality who know
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC
its value as a blood medicine because
ATLANTA. CEOBGIA
they have used it, or heard of its being
used, with success.
Our bodies are absolutely de
pendent on pure blood for health. This fluid is the most vital force of
life, and as long as it remains pure we are apt to escape disease, but
any impurity, humor or poison acts injuriously on the system and
affects some portion of the body.
Pustular eruptions, pimples, rashes, and the various skin affections,
show that the blood is in a feverish and diseased condition as the result
of some humor, or the presence of a fiery acid which inflames
Rheumatism comes from
and irritates the delicate fibres and tissues.
in
the circulation, causing soreness and stiffness
an excess of uric acid
or the muscles and joints, wnue
Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, ScrofGentlemeri : S. S. S. is a trood
medicine. It is an excellent tonic to
ula, and Contagious Blood Poison
give appetite and energy and make
blood disorders
d
are all
one feel better in every way. I have
found it also an excellent blood purito grow worse
continue
will
which
fier. For months I was troubled with
as long as the cause remains.
an itching- skin eruption on the face,
and tried specialists and many remeS. S. S. is a natural blood
dies to get a cure, but S. S. S. is the
medicine that would cure. I am
It is made
only
purifier and tonic.
now free of this eruption. I think a
of
the
juices and
of
deal
pure
entirely
great
your medicine, knowing
it to be the best blood purifier and
and barks
herbs
of
extracts
roots,
to
world
the
tonin known
today.
and
MRS. FRANK HORNER.
curative
of
ability,
recognized
1330 East Seventh St., Canton, O.
being absolutely free from all
harmful minerals is a safe mediFrom childhood I was afflicted
with a terrible blood disease. My
S. S. S.
cine for young or old.
parents had me treated by a number
of physicians, but the disease was
down into the circulation
goes
too much for them. Thus I grew into
and removes every trace of immanhood, handicapped by asoterrible
many
It
disease; and having tried
purity, humor or poison.
remedies without relief, a friend
and enriches the blood
urged me to try S. S. S. I had little
purifies
faith in any medicine. I was happy
and cures promptly and permato find, however, that I had at last
the right remedy. S. S. S. did
gotten
nently Rheumatism, Catarrh,
me so much good that I soon had
I continued
Sores and Ulcers, Scrofula, Skin
hopes of being cured.
the remedy and was cured comDiseases, Contagious Blood
CHARLES GLENH.
pletely
2625 Wash. St., Mt. Jackson, Ind.
Poison, and all other diseases and
disorders due to impurities and
poisons in the blood, whether inherited or acquired.
S. S. S. is the most reliable and at the same time the most pleasant
acting medicine for those whose blood has become weak and anaemic,
or who are suffering from Malaria or other debilitating sickness. It
adds strength to the circulation, builds up failing health, and in every
way acts as a bracing, healthful tonic to the system. We will be glad
to send a general treatise on the blood, and any medical advice necessary to the treatment, free to all who write describing the trouble from
which they are suffering. S. S. S. is for sale at all drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
t
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Connects with K. I. A S. W. Ky, train Xo.121 arriving in Dawson, N", M. ai 6:15 p. in.
Connects with K.l. AS. V. Ky. train Xo. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at 9:55 a. in.
SStaire for Van Honten N, M, meets trains at I'reston N. M.
C.ctS. Dassensrer trains arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow:
NORTH Hlll'Xl):
SOl'TH KUUN'D
No. 1.4.4Sa. in,
No, 8. 10.44a.m.
No. 7.6 49 p in.
No, 2. 11.11 p. in.
.v.
T.
S.
with
Raton
Track connection
and Preston wit h C, A S. Ry. at
K.Ry.at
Des Moines K P, S. W. Ky. at Colfax, X M, and Cimarron A Northwestern at
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Ravado
and Red Lakes, N. M.
Ute Park, N. M. is depot fort lie following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
Raldy Black Lakes, Cerro. Klizaliethtown. Lotio, dnesta. Kanchos de Taos. Red
River City. Talpa. Taos and Twining.
Dally. l'Flan, 1 'ai ly except Sunday?
E. J. DEDMAN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. f
Raton, N. M,
.

ZZZ,

deep-seate-

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
El Paso & Southwestern System

The Best Route

-

East or West

For Rites and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,
g. f. & p. A.
El Paso Texas.

GOOD CENSUS WORK

HOTEL ARRIVALS

IN

Blood and G. A.
F. O.
Fleming of the Commercial Club

Made Complete Count.
(Las Vegas Optic.)

East and West Las Vegas
sume the standing in the New

census

" tu, n

Tres Piedras

"

$2.65
4.55

To-pek-

Antonito
Chama

"

6.30

"

9.50

Wagon Wheel Gap

10.70

Best Trout

FISHING
In the World

Gregg.
W.

P. H. McBRIDE,

AGENT.

Pratt, Albuquerque;

D.

J.

Leahy, Las Vegas; Hugh Floyd, Colorado; Frank Webb. Morenci, Ariz.
Coronado.
A. T. Grady, Denver;
A.
Sat her,
Golden; A. La Sura., Berlin; Adolfo
Espinosa, J. Sabino, Taos; J. D. McCoy
BULL

Tickets at Union Depot.

H.

City.

FIGHTER GIVEN $10,000
FOR EACH PERFORMANCE,

El Paso, Texas, June

1.

According

to Jose del Rivera, manager of the

City of Mexico bull ring, who is now
on his way to Spain where he will
fidavits (properly backed with appliNOTICE.
cation number), with the Territorial
Territorial
of
Engineer.
Department
Number of Application 437
Engineer on or before that date.
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
Santa Fe, N. M., April 29, 1910.
Territorial Engineer.
Notice is hereby given that on the
11th day of April, 1910, In accordance
with Section 26, Irrigation Laws o? Territory of New Mexico,
County of
1907, L. A. Hughes and Geo. W. Prich-arSanta Fe, ss:
of Santa Fe, County of Santa Fe,
In Probate Court.
In the matter of the estate of Silas
Territory of New Meixco, made an application to the Territorial Engineer W. Dugan, deceased.
of New Mexico for a permit to ap- To Any and All Persons Whomsoever:
You and each of you are hereby
propriate from the public waters of
notified that the undersigned was on
the Territory of New Mexico.
Such appropriation is to be made the 2nd day of May, 1910, duly apfrom Rio Grande at a point Meander pointed administrator of the estate of
Cor. No. 9 of Cochiti grant bears N. said Silas W. Dugan, deceased, and
60 degrees west 375 feet by means of you are hereby notified that any and
diversion and 500 cu. ft. per sec. is to all persons having claims against said
be conveyed to power house which is estate must present the same to the
1200 ft. S. 80 degrees E. of intersec- undersigned administrator duly verition of boundary of Cochiti grant and fied as provided by law.
ANDREW J. DUGAN,
Rio Grande by means of ditches, etc.,
Administrator.
and there used for power purposes,
waater being returned to river.
The Territorial Engineer will take
The New Mextca.. Printing Com-ianthis application up for consideration
has on hand a large supply ol
on the 28th of July, 1910, and all per- pads and tablets suitable for .school
sons who may oppose the granting work, the desk, and also for lawyers
of the above application v must file and merchants; good everywhere. We
their objections substantiated with af will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
d

j
i

Antonio Fuentes of Spain, Secured for
the Ring at Mexico During
Centennial.

book bull fighters, the highest salary
ever paid a matador will be given to
Antonio Fuentes during his performances at the Mexican capital next September. Fuentes will appear four
times and for this will receive the
sum of $40,000 or $10,000 for each performance. This is a higher remuneration than is given even to the greatest operatic stars. Fuentes returned
last year, the richest man who ever
quit the arena, but as a compliment
to Mexico, where he made most of his
money, he has decided to take part in
the great bull fights programmed for
the celebration of the centennial of
Senor del
Mexico's independence.
Rivera will also secure the engagement of Bombita, the best matador
now in the ring.
LARGEST FIG ORCHARD
IN THE WORLD.
San Antonio, Texas, June 1. The
largest fig orchard ever set out in this
country will be planted near this city
next December by the W. W. Wharton
Company. There are over 500 acres
in the tract, known as the Alameda
Gardens, and it will take 90,000 trees
to establish, the orchard. The company will also erect a preserving

plant.

,

schedule

to which

will asMexico

the

...

company with Special Agent W. H.
at
bureau
Olcott, of the census
Washington, during which visit the
enumeration of tihe census takers and
the special count made under the direction of the Commercial Club was
compared and checked.
Supervisor Walter, accompanied by
Mr. Olcott, arrived in the city Saturday night. Yesterday morning the
two census officials met with Post
master F. O. Blood and the committee
of the Commercial Club under whose
direction the special census was
taken and the work of comparing the
two counts was begun. This occupied
tne entire day.
Mr. Walter and Mr. Olcott were last
night interviewed by an Optic representative before they left the city
to return to Santa Fe. Neither official
could give any intimation as to the
actual count of the two towns, as
under their oaths they are forbidden
to make public the census figures,
but both were high in their praise
of the interest shown on the part of
the citizens to assist the census enum-

erators.

"I wish

to

especially

i

1

'

;

-

muiv-rcs-

tl--

i

E campment

municipalities, each must be counted!
and listed separately. Notwithstand- ing, the matter or having h.ast anu
West Las Vegas included in the final
N.
count as one citv has been recom
mended to Census Director Durand
JUNE 8 and 9, 1910.
at Washington, but I hardly think that'
Roui a Tiip Rate fn-rofficial will take favorable action."
.Mr. Olcott, who has been an official
SANTA FF, N. ivi
of the census bureau since 1K80, and
therefore has assisted in the taking,
checking and totalling of four de-- '
coincided
with'
cennial
censuses,
Tickets on Hnle
everything which Supervisor Walter
j
said. He too, lauded Postmaster
JUNE 6, 7. 8.
Blood and the Commercial Club for
Return limi; June 11th. 1910
in the census taking,
their
He staled that in all his experience,
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
he had never seen such a comprehen- se-j
sive and systematical method for
curing a correct count as that proposed by Postmaster Blood and which
ROUND TRIP
the Commercial Club assisted in put-- j
ting into execution. It was simple.!
RATES
but thorough, and made tihe work of
comparison an easy matter. Mr. OWalter
TO ALL POINTS VIA
lcott shared with Supervisor
that Las Vegas
the apprehension
would not be allowed to appear in
the official census schedule as one
city. But he said this would not prevent the two towns from taking the
official totals, adding them together
Effeetive June 2nd, 1910
and claiming a combined population,
in advertising matter, setting forth ATLANTIC CITY
$74X5
the advantages and resources of
ASBURY PARK
$73.70
Greater Las Vegas.
Tn his talk with the reporter, Spe- BOSTON
$77.95
cia! Agent Olcott made it a point to
Walter.
work
of Supervisor
CHICAGO
praise the
$50.35
He said that in all his years of census i
$60.35
experience he had never seen a more DETROIT
conscientious official and one so well
HOT
SPRINGS
$44.60
fitted for the work. As a result he believes that the census bureau will KANSAS CITY
$35.35
perhaps be able to announce the ofAuficial count for Xew Mexico by
ST. LOUIS
$44.35
gust 1 and in any event not later
cer1.
NEW
YORK
"One thing
than September
$75.15
tain," stated Mr. Olcott, "and that is
the people of Xew Mexico will have
DAYLIGHT TRAIN
no reason to complain of their supervisor when the count is announced,
BETWEEN
for every man, woman and child, entitled to enumeration as a citizen of
the territory, will have been counted."

LAS VEGAS,

M.

;

$4.05

j

i

CfibAP

lew

Mexico

Central

j

j

BOY SENT TO ROCK PILE
ON MOTHER'S COMPLAINT.
He Would Not Work and

Santa Fe

San Antonio, Texas, June 1. Because 17 year old Woaltamo Ysayere
would not work and mend his ways
his
mother
generally,
preferred
charges of vagrancy against him and
asked Judge Buckley of the police
court to send him to the rockpile for
a long term with a view of introduc- -

El Paso

Train Leaves Santa Fe 8:45
a. m. Daily.

Therefore

Was Arrested on Charge of Vagrancy and Given 25 Days.

&

For information regarding freight
and passenger rates etc. Call

at city office, Laughlin Block
or Phone 145.

J. G. EADS,
City Frt. &Pass. Agt.

two

municipalities are entitled if Supervisor Paul A. F. Walter has anything
to do with it. The supervisor has
shown his interest in the city and
town of Las Vegas and his appreciation of the
of the citizens
in aiding the census enumerators, by
spending the day here yesterday, in

Rie-fee-

a,ul

LAS VEGAS,

Postmaster

Palace.
R. I. Murphy, Dallas, Texas; Karl
Hockenheimer, St. Louis; T. C. Teits-wortDenver; Mrs. P. J. Alle white,
Kansas
California; R. B. Pegram,
City; Charles H. Cutler, Chicago; C.
A. Austin, Kansas City; W. P. Winn,
Denver; M. F. Yalowstein, New York;
H. D. Haupt, Cleveland; H. W. Pax- ton, and Mrs. Paxton, South Charles
ton; Alfred H. Stewart, Jeniez Springs.
Claire.
G. V. Hanlon, Mountainair; Mrs. W.
M. Taber, Glorieta; E. R. Bartlett,
J. W. Collier Estancia; S. J.
l,
Kelso, Rocky Ford. Colo.; Pauline
Indiana.

FROM SANTA FE TO
Embudo

.
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know-say-

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
21

claims made by the special ing him to work and the joys of
Every city and town in the erty. Her request was granted and
I might for 25 days the
country without exception,
young man will
is making extravagant popula- what work is.
..
tion claims and as a result js cer- tain to be disappointed when the of
It is an admitted fact that real esficial count is announced by the cen tate. financial man
'
wil
"itx , L mamlinnto all
it it could be
stis bureau. Ias Vet
- .h..
aua uasi resuus aro
,.r. uiuiu
,i,ivi III tin in ill uii
1IU luttt
U":
obtained by advertising in the New
cipa'ity would rank as one of the fore- Mexican.
most cities in Xew .Mexico. The likelihood of its being included in the official returns as one city is remote,
for the law' distinctly reads that if
there are two separately incorporated
-

Company.

Railway

1, 1910.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE

j

oik
lU'ad

SANTA FE, N. M.

4

5h Louis Rocky Mt.

i

iY AXlCAI?,

commend

Postmaster Blood and the Commercial
Club for its assistance in the taking
of the census " said Mr. Walter. "I
was greatly surprised and most
agreeably so, at the spirit of
shown. It reflects great credit

upon tihe city and will redound to
its benefit in the end. However, I wish
to say that the special count in no
way reflected upon the federal enumerators, but on the contrary, it
proved the thorough manner in which
they performed their duties. In comparing the regular and the' special
counts, we found very few discrepancies. In each instance they were such
they could easily be excused. On the
other hand the special count included
in some instances duplicates and the
enumeration of persons not bona-fid- e
residents of the city. These of neOne
cessity had to be eliminated.
thing I wish to particularly emphasize
at this time and that Is that the
people of East Las Vegas and West
Las Vegas must not be misled by the

lUtnnier

033

6 u fini o tni

TO CALIF RNIA and RETURN
Los Angeles or
San Diego, -

San Francisco

-

-

-

-

-

-

Portland or Seattle

0nevay

-

$35.20
45.20
60.90

July 2od to 8th. 25th to 28th Aug 30th to
Sept. 7th. Sept. 24tn. to 30th. Limit time months
but uot to exceed October 31st. 1910

On sale

TO NORTHWEST and RETURN
PORTLAND,

SEATTLE,
TACOMA,
VANCOUVER
& VICTORIA
On sale May 28th

as above.

$55 00

to June 3rd, Jnly 9th to 16th. Limit

TO THE EAST and RETURN
Chicago
St. Louis - - Denver
Colorado Springs
Pueblo

-

---

On sale

-

-

$50.35
44.35

21.10
18.15

-

-

16.35

daily after June 1st return limit Oct 3lst 1910.

Other California Excursions run daily Jpae 1st to Sapt.
.
30m at slightly higher fares than quoted
ab-ve-

Call on or

Santa
address flt S, LlltZ,
Agent,

Fe-

-

N

M

WEDNESDAY, JUNE

1, 1910.
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tice staff were sent to Chicago in Jan-!eout
in defrauding two local banks
uary.
considerable sums
of
money by
means of forgery. The case was taken ,
Less Speed for Joy Riders.
Slower speed for the death defying i up by the bankers' association with
GOOD
as cool and white as a dairy. No smell, no smoke,
rides at Chicago's amusement parks, the result that its detective agency!
RF.NT
Furnished room. Use
demanded by city departments as re j
no heat, no dust. No
contrivances. The of FOR
j
bath. Lady onlv. 107 Johnson St.
sult of accidents already reported this I thought to be Van Houten. Although
Uiat he was
It Is Conducive to Longevity year, has not tamed them much. They Schneiderman prou-su-was taken
FOR .SALE Unsay, harness and
not reached the fool "proof point." not the man want'
have
into
Say Members of Comet
and
extradition
papers
jfeiitle
fantily horse. Apply P. O. Box
custody
The coasters loop the loops at a pace
for his removal to Texas were taken
256.
Club
a
cars
at
makes
street
that
appear
standstill. The city, however, has out. On his arrival II tills CUV uir
officials of the banks which he had de- FOR RENT Furnished room with
Cook-stovclapped its official eye upon the struc- - j frauded discovered tlint
mistake
bath
bad
and electric light. Apply hi the
no
tures and should the casualty list grow
Xew Mexican.
too fast the public will not be allowed had been made and that the wrong
is the latest practical, scientific cook-stov- e.
It will cook the most
had been brought here. When in- ti risk its neck and collar bone. The man
ov
FOR RENT Five room house on
'
"
elaborate dinner without heating the kitchen.
"
"'" "' "ua"
,
Protests of the Osteopaths and damage claims of patrons, which have ue
cim i ves 1UOOI OI mo
I.o'.vi.r
San Francisco street. Inquire
uei
uie
uitfieu
become a formidable array each year,
Boils, bakes, or roasts better than any range. Ready in a second.
Others Kill Proposed
at 2 IS San Francisco street.
now are cared for by a casualty insur- identity but that llleY had leelined
Extinguished in a second. Fitted with Cabinet Top, with collapsible
Measure.
ance company which has found amuse- to look at it. He will lie.
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
rests, towel rack, and every
ment park accidents a profitable field.
You want it, be
feature
Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Santa
imaginable.
was
one
man
thrown HERE
day one
cause it will cook any dinner and not
Chicago, 111., June 1 Protests from Within
THERE MB YONDER
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
of the car, alighting on his head
out
heat the room. No heat, no smell,
.Michael Real Estate.
Chicago and the middle west against below the structure and
no smoke, no coal to bring in, no ashes
receiving inthe bureaucracy involved in the pro- juries which may be fatal, at one
named
Vaughn lias a saloonkeeper
to carry out. It does away with the
CIGAR SALESMAN VA N'T ED Exposed federal "department of health" park and at another three whizzing
drudgery of cooking, ar.d makes it a
touch
Women
with
the
Hi
by
is
to
Tuciiincari
been
have
new
light
perience unnecessary. Se'.t our brands
have
pleasure.
Washington
open
going
cars bumped into a fourth that stood
for pastry especially appreciate it. beto the ret tail trad. Big pay. Write
mail and wire in quantities that break at a loading platform. One "coaster" hou.-- sure.
cause they can immediately have a
t rave
for nil! particulars at oncv. Globe
The precNe commercial
all records since the safety appliance is a structure 55 feet high, another is
a
handle.
quick fire, simply by turning
Co.. Cleveland, O.
bills were pending in Congress, with 75 feet high. But Xew York leads at from Boston is shocked at
Cigar
half-hoNo
preparation. It not only
The Owen that, for one of the
is tning hard to r form the
and
union labor endorsement.
slang
it
is
costs
but
trouble
less
than
shoots
coal,
there
parks
FOR SALE Eisht room modern
less. Absolutely no smell, no smoke;
bill advocated by the American Med-ica- neonle mi and down inclines 100 feet count i'v along hat line. For instance.
the
near capitol, with
and it doesn't heat the kitchen.
brick residence,
which
represents
Association,
to the top. Rods and straps are ,.e. alter selling a Dill to a niercmaiu a
fruit trees, nice lawn, 160 foot fort-agThe nickel finish, with the turquoise
allopathic medical fraternity, contains quired hy the city to hold passengers Nogal the other day. lie ordered tin
to "No Girl," X. M. He's
a nice home, price low and terms
blue of the enameled chimneys, makes
one innocent looking clause which has in safety, but excitable persons lose goods
he best, he can.
the stove ornamental and attractive.
on part of price. See Geddis, Moffett
doing
possibilities for the crippling of any their heads and occasionally
jump.
Made with 1, 2 and 3 burners; the 2
& Co., in Old Exchange Hotel building.
The project, is now fairly launched
other remedial methods than those However, their mangled remains are
stoves can be had with
and
which
"standards"
which comply with
whisked away quickly and the hand for a dam on the Canadian river, inor without Cabinet.
Cautionary Note: Be sure l
WANTED Men at Los Angeles. No
"Uncle
the American Medical Association piays on.
dependent of government
B you get this stove see II
Every dealer everywhere ; if not at yours,
were
a
It
to learn trade of electricity,
that the
Sam won't give a dam, we'll have
expense
to
for
Circular
might fix. The protests largely disthnearta
write
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Honors at Naval Academy.
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the
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at.
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automobiles,
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plumbing, bricklaying by
Logan.
anyhow,"
slogan
the response
Honors at Annapolis naval academe- actual work on contract jobs. Only
It has not rained along the line
closure made by the National League
Oil
few months required; 2t0 students last
of Medical Freedom, which pointed con mencement this week have been from Torrance to El Paso in the past
Wal
west
won
(Incorporated)
"docthe
for
and
by
the
Chicago
which
months.
year. Catalogue free. I'uited Trade
out the absolutism
eight
Schol Constructing Co., Ios Angeles.
"A prominent business man of
tors' trust" is advocating. Even mem- ter Elliott Brown, a son of Judge L.
was so infatuated with tine
bers of the American Medical Associa- O. Brown, who was appointed by Pres
court, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this
tion have publicly declared that the ident Taft, to the official inspection picture on the from cover of the Latwice stood No. dies Home Journal this month that
2)th day of May, A. D., 1910
organization has become a "doctors 2board.a Young Brown
135 and has won the
in
of
class
ramificaFRANK W. SH EA RON,
with
combination
a
anit
he
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then
trust,"
up and
From tin Xew Mexican of this Date
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Clerk.
(Seal)
How's
tions into nearly every county of naval academy star for high rank tor other.
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is said, however, to Sun. That's not so worse.
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and
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A
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state
country,
Santa
every
of the victories this Fe woman has been known to devour
bership now running into hundreds of be quite as proud
The ostensible purpose ol year of the Annapolis crew in which Bok's editorials.
thousands.
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the Owen bill is "conservation of he pulls bow oar as of his class rank.
The aged and distinguished citizen
health" through a new governmental The mathematics and shop work given of Santa Rosa observes that this iswere especially easy sue
of Halley's periodica! seems in
department, but the certainty that the naval cadets
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
such department will, through its op- for Brown because of a previous augmenting its tale to have greatly
Preparations are energetically go- ver.
Trainsacrificed its tail.
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erations, become autocratic as to the course in the Chicago Manual
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ing
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and
was his comCATRON & CATRON
way the American public shall take its ing school. He says it
June :, is the day set. for the hear- place on Thursday evening for the a third of the populace seems to be
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sort
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a
medicine, and what
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Attorneys
adjacent
ing
injunction
shall take has stirred the public as no be president of the United States" in coln county seat controversy. The
Office: Catron Block
V. G. Marmon, one of the mountain streams.
Colonel
other pending measure has. The care- high schools, who are found handicap- lawyers generally are in favor of Car- - delegates to Washington, passed down
ew Mexico
Young man, attend the militia meet- Santa Fe,
the naval training.
fully worded Owen bill already has ped for
Lincoln is 'the road yesterday on his way to La- - ing tonight.
because
rizozo,
presumably
Comet Club.
and if the
The Incorporation movement is not
been set on the side-traclocated between two high mountains gttna. He .has spent the last ten days
Chas. F. Easley,
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Practice in the District and SuHOW THEY STAND.
In the District Court in and for the
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basketful
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Prompt and careful
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First
.Judicial
departDistrict.
probable operations
attention given to all business.
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ew Mexice
"I couldn't give you any mon Grays, the score resulting !) to s
ulations.
Won. Lost Per Ct.
vs.
No. 659X. Santa Fe,
Books Seized.
rules for longevity," he replied to a in favor of the Grays.
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.647 Glenville A. Collins, Defendant.
Chicago
The snur which has brought the
Both games were declared intensely New York
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23
.022 To Glenville A. Collins, Defendant.
Question on that point. "I don't be- G. W. PRICHARD
seizure of books of the Illinois Cen lieve there are any. l never nave prac- and were witnessed by a Pittsburg
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.545
interesting
You will take notice that an action
Attorney and Consellor-at-Latial railroad by federal prosecutors ticed abstinence from anything I wish- - large crowd.
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Practice in all the District Courts
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Richard
Commerce
Interstate
Chicago, before
Mr. Jones is very tolerant tinez, cf.
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Commissioner E. E. Clark, of alleged of new comers even those who didn't
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
St. Michael's College Lucero, If;
American League.
The general objects of said action
discriminations. Mr. Davies, to say come to Chicago until the Civil war Schutz, 3b; Ben Alarid, 1st and 2d b;
Attorneys-at-LaWon Lost Per Ct. are to recover the following sums of
the least, was emphatic. This is what days, which he treats democratically.
Practice in the District Courts as
Tafoya, c; W. E. Parsons, p; Savage,
9
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.743 money, on four
he said: "And when the government
Philadelphia .
separate causes of well as before the Supreme Court of
lb and 2nd b; Frank, ss; Anaya, cf; New
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.697 action stated therein, as follows:
York . ...
is ready to make the prosecution of AMERICAN BANKERS' ASSOCIAthe territory.
McConnell, rf.
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23
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Detroit
.
criminals a serious and consistent TION EXTRADITES WRONG MAN.
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pools and quagmires of political acplaintiff trict Courts of
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WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
tivity in order that they may serve the
herein; second cause of action to re- Probate Court the Territory, in the
Houston, Texas, June 1. The Amer- c; Garcia, p.
and before the TJ. S.1
National League.
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and TJ. S. Land
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for
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briefs for special
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Some time ago an individual giving Grays
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9
goods, wares and merchandise
sold
on the contribution plate of a church
New Mexico
and delivered to you by N. Salmon, Taos
which account has been sold to the
operated as an opiate for the conHarmful Medicines
science of a congregation of millioncannot be sold by any druggist in plaintiff herein;
C. W. G. WARD
aires." Aids of District Attorney Sims
America today except under penalty
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Territorial
District Attorney
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tion of Attorney General Wickersham
ham's Vegetable Compound, which for judgment demanded against you on
Bonds and Investments
to the charges and evidence received
has stood the test of time the four causes of action, being the
will play here in Virgin.
Sanford
Faust
years
U.
thirty
meets
S.
Dodge
Commissioner for the Third
Marguerite's
turned
was
by the commerce body
There has been a good brother The duel. Valentine's death and complies with all conditions of sum of $96.94, principal and interest Judicial District of New Mexico.
over to the department of justice. The Faust tonight.
and a big house is likely to and Marguerite's judgment.
this law, will continue to be sold by to the date of this action, and costs Eastern and local bank references.
result was that Special Agents Ryan seat sale
.if suit.
Act IV. The Brocken scene. The every reputable druggist in the land.
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Las Cruces
ew Mexico
a
cast
of
and
revels
You are further notified that the
is
Faust
the
the
of
demons.
Faust's despair.
following
R. W. WITTMAN
synopsis 01 uie piay as arranseu u.v viepmsio mumpnant.
Th s,,nrf, Fe Countv Insti"to will plaintiff has attached a piano belongAct V. Scene 1. Prison. Marguei- - convene
Mr. Dodge:
Draftsman
June 6th at ing to you which was in the possesMonday
morning
lie's death. "Faust I love thee."
,
Mephisto. spirit of evil.
8 o'clock.
It will be under the same sion of H. C. Hamil, Santa Fe, N. M..
Copies furnished of records on file
Faust- student and philosopher.
Seene 2. The Apothesis,
a
showing regulations and instructors as last and that unless you appear and an- in the U. S. Surveyoi General's
Valentine, a soldier and Marguer- - the redeniption and salvation of Mai-'yeWeak Kidneys, rarely point to weak kidney
All third grade teachers who swer or plead to said action on or beFe,
n6w
Mexice
Nerves. The Kidneys, like the :Heart, and the ite's brother.
.
guerite.
attend all the time will receive $15 fore the 19th day of July, A. D.( 1910,
Stomach, find their weakness, not in the organ
Siehel Wagner, Bromler, Altomyer.
.itself, but in the nerves that control and truida
The
waUg between acU a(1 st,nea;at the close for such attendance. Reg- - judgment will be rendered against
land strengthen them. Dr. Shoop's Restorative is StUdentS.
,
v...
ATva
Tlivcn you and the above attached property-sol- WOOdY'S
j,.,.. i.uue totft'QUrtti j.ct
HACK LINE
uc uiaue as snort as possioie.
.iio. Conroa
a medicine specincauy prepared to reach these
...u,
in.i
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to satisfy said judgment.
Martha, Marguerite's neighbor.
controlling nerves. To doctor the Kidneys alone,
A.
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Conductor
;
is
J.
instructor;
last
the
during
requested
is futilo. It is a waste of time, and of money as
Lisa, Marguerite's friend.
The name and business address of
From
act to be as quiet as possible and not John V. Conway, Co. Supt.
Elise and Marguerite.
If 'jour back aches or Is weak, if the urine
1o leave their seats or start to put on
plaintiff's
attorneys is Bowman &
scalds, or is dark and strong, if you have symptoms
BARRANCA
TO TAO S
Synopsis.
y
their wraps until the curtain falls on! If you want anything on eartn try Dunlavy, Santa Fe, N. M.
of Brights or other distressing or dangerous
Act. I Scene 1. Faust Laboratory. the last scene.
disease, try Dr. Shoop's Restorative a month
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Meets
Ad
Both
New
Mexican
Want
North
Witness
of
South
and
said
see
seal
what it can and will
my hand
Tablets or Liquid and
Mephisto appears. His bargain with
do for you. Druggist recommend and sell
Bounds
Trains.
Faust. "His soul is mine."
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
iScene 2. The public square. Meplhis-- :
the north bound train and arrives at
to gives the students wine of his own
Taos at 7 p. m.
making. Faust meets Marguerite. "A
Ten miles shorter than any other
Cross, A Cross, A Cross."
Act II. Marguerite's
garden and
Good covered hack and good
way.
411
cottage, The jewels. Faust and Mar- teams.
guerite. Mephisto and Martha. The
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
TlilrLg: a.cja.eto
poison. "Spirits of evil begin their
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substitutes
lost
and
Refuse
restore
the
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blood,
purify
vigor.
vitality
work."
Foley's Kidney
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'. from
a direct tax, he added, because the
solved their problems with alacrity. another son, an
El
colored
reach:
hours
The
a
Paso,
Made
Hit
company engaged mainly or even soleCleopatra
too
to
see
Mark
late
and
ly, in the business of handling or dealfilms showing Cleopatra
hav-,1the-- '
Mrs.
Otero
Elks"
w;
at
the
ing in real estate. The various objecpresented
(Continued From Page Two.)
Anthony
tions to the law were taken up iu turn
ater last night drew a good sized. ing been horn
by tfie solicitor. - vv..
June Dance The dance by the Wo- crowd and evidently pleased every-;one- lage south of
Mr. Evarts opened
the argument
days
man's Board of Trade will be given on
The pictures portray the noted 22, 1842. She sp
the against the law. He contended that
of this week in ihe Vovntian nneen as a woman of a ro- - in Peralta and
Fii lav
oreito academ
the law invaded the sovereignty of
imX type of beauty and a cunning
library assembly room.
mo S. the state of Vermont; that, it would
Home Cooking The ladies of the smile. The costumes were gorgeous j Deceased was
c
jveral deprive, the corporation of property
St. John s M. E. church will have a and the heavy armor worn by the war- - Ou ro, whose
i
Mrs. j without due process of law and that
and
was
Mark
in
noble
ago,
years
the
sale
basement of the riors including the
bakery
i Birr- - its pubhcitv feature would take nri- church. Saturday June 4th, beginning t heavy that they had little difficul- - William Lewis
vate property for public use without
at 2:;;o p. m.
;y to convey the impression that they vives her.
soldier's
toman and just conipenH,ation
Throughout he
Struck Over Head With Glass Mrs. had learned the haughty
jrrs Otero w
the
emphasized
in
the
beautiful
that
the tax was
was
All
her
pic
that
tor
was
Sautrano
Felicia
beloved
point
lacking
had
arrested
tread
Baca
by
Her upon franchises of a state and thereon the charge that the latter had tures was the clashing of swords and 'character and c.iaritable deeds.
struck her over the head with a glass ihe thud when Mark's body struck the numerous friends will mourn her fore unconstitutional. Former Senaof
Seveondo-jior
it
roraker,
that
ihe
himself.
Ohio,
and
stabs
loss and tender sympathy
argued
pavement after
causing a scalp wound.
an income tax.
Bids for High School Building Re- eral other pictures were seen includ-ii- Ience to the remaining members of
i"1111
Johnson of Philadelphia,
an amusing film showing tricks the family in their great sorrow.
of
jected The board of education
The funeral will occur from the niade a general attack on the law.
Roswell has rejected all bids for the of French soldiers supposed to be in
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EMBROIPKRIES
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e have just received our new Stock of this

SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroid
eries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
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EUGENIO ROMERO
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COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

Y RD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
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Red Phone 100
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About

to Graduate.
You don't

graduate very often in tnis
world; some of you only once, perhaps. It's an important event every
time, no matter how many times you
graduate; it means a good deal to you
now and in the future.
For these reasons you want to be
especially well dressed for it; you
want to look as wen as you can for
your own sake and for the sake of
your friends who will sit in front to
see you. They want to see you looking your best.
Hart, Schaffner & Marx clothes are
made for the purpose of helping, a
young man to look his best; they're
the kind of clothes that are themselves an educational force in good
quality. The fabrics are all wool; the
clothes are perfectly made; they're
stylish and they fit right.
We have special models for young
men; not small men's sizes, but
clothes designed for young men to
wear; the kind that bring out and emphasize the strong, athletic lines of
the figure. We'd like to have a hand
in getting you ready to graduate; we'd
like to see you wearing these clothes;
we'd be proud of you as our representative, just as your friends will be
proud of you as theirs. Blue Serge
suits, self striped and plain, black and
Oxford gray suits, a great range of
fancy weaves. Suits $20.00 to $27.50.
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